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See the back cover for exciting new tours

Book Online Now! wea-sa.com.au
THE BOLD & THE BRAVE: KELLY NOBLE  «NEW»

“Masterclass: Building an authentic social media following”.
Kelly Noble knows a thing or two about social media. From humble beginnings as a Myspace group, the Glam Adelaide brand has achieved massive growth and saw 2 million website visitors last year. With Glam Adelaide achieving 500,000 Facebook engagements each month, and 1 million Instagram impressions each week, it’s clear that Kelly’s mastery of social media has played a big part in this success. Kelly will speak about her own business journey, outline the strategies she used to grow her social media following, and offer practical tips and advice for someone wanting to grow their own social media following. The event also offers the opportunity to network in a relaxed and social environment.

97231 Wed., 6.30pm 2 October, 1 sess x 2 hrs
FEE: $49, No disc. or conc.  WEA CENTRE

CELEBRATING 2019 OLIVE HARVEST  «NEW»

How to taste and appreciate quality Australian extra virgin olive oils. The WEA is excited to welcome back the Royal Adelaide Show’s Chief Olive Oil Judge, Trudie Michels. Trudie, in association with Olives SA, will take you on a journey of tasting and understanding the new season medal winning extra virgin olive oils. You will explore and taste the unique qualities of over ten different styles of oils and you will learn how to tell each of them apart by smell and taste. Discover how to recognise different olive oil characters, possible faults and learn what to look for in a great olive oil. This is a unique opportunity to learn from the best about the best.

Trudie Michels/Olives SA
97089 Sun., 11am 3 Nov, 1 sess x 2 hrs (+ 1/2 break)
FEE: $52, No disc. or conc.  WEA CENTRE

WESTERN VICTORIA & NARACOORTE FOSSIL CAVE

Discover the interesting Victorian towns near the SA border - Goroke, Edenhope and Apsley as well as Frances just inside SA. This is good pastoral country with lakes and magnificent trees. Stay overnight in Naracoorte and tour the world famous Victoria Fossil Cave at Naracoorte Caves (entrance fee included). A weekend of history, surprises and superb scenery. Accommodation, dinner and breakfast at the William MacIntosh Motor Inn, Naracoorte. Extensive history notes supplied. Depart WEA centre 8am Saturday and returns approximately 6:20pm Sunday. Single $389, Twin $329. Twin share can only be booked by contacting our office on 82231979 and nominating who you want to share with. If you do not have someone to share with you will have to book as a single and let our Staff know that you are willing to share. We can then refund you the difference if we can match you up.

97231 Sat/Sun., 7.45am 19 October, 2 days
FEE: $389, No disc. or conc.  WEA CENTRE
COMPUTER AWARENESS

Start here if you have no previous experience of computers. A series of courses to introduce you to computer operations.

USING A PERSONAL COMPUTER

An introduction for new users. Learn how personal computers operate and be introduced to hardware and the basic concepts of word processing, Internet and Email. No prior computer experience required. Keyboard skills an advantage.

FEE: $223, No disc. or conc.
98001E Sat., 9am 12 October, 1 day x 6 hrs
98001F Tue., 9am 5 November, 1 day x 6 hrs
FEE: $197, disc. $178, conc. $173

BASIC COMPUTING FOR SENIORS

A supportive and stress-free introduction to IBM compatible personal computers. Jargon free language is used and pace of presentation is not rushed. Be introduced to hardware and the basic concepts of word processing, internet and email. No prior computer experience required. Keyboard skills an advantage. For those over 60 years - Senior's Card or other evidence of age required. Uses Windows 10 and Office 2016

FEE: $173, No disc or conc.
98005B Fri., 10am 13 Sept, 3 wks x 4 hrs (no sess 20/9)
98005C Fri., 10am 11 October, 3 wks x 4 hrs
FEE: $173

WINDOWS

This jargon-free course covers using, customising and maintaining Windows. Basic computer knowledge is assumed. A useful course to complement the other WEA courses on Microsoft Office programs. Keyboard skills are an advantage. Note: this is not a word processing course and does not cover networking.

98011C Thu., 9am 24 October, 1 day x 6 hrs
98011D Fri., 9am 13 December, 1 day x 6 hrs
FEE: $197, disc. $178, conc. $173

TOUCH TYPING IN TWO DAYS

Using the Typequick package and other keyboard techniques, learn to touch type in two days. An intensive course for those who want the basics quickly. Emphasis placed on posture and correct techniques.

98022C Sat + Sun., 9am 19 October, 2 days x 6 hrs
FEE: $254, disc. $229, conc. $223
98022D Mon + Tue., 9am 2 Dec, 2 days x 6 hrs
FEE: $223, No disc or conc.

TYPING TEST

Need your speed tested for a special job application? Find out how fast and accurately you can type by taking a test on the computer. The test is scored in accordance with the Australian standard for typing tests. Tests are conducted at a mutually convenient time - further details will be given when you enrol. Please phone 82231979 to make an appointment.

98K01 Mon-Fri, 9am-4pm, 1 Session By Appointment
FEE: $51, No disc. or conc.

WINDOWS 10 & OFFICE 2016 UPDATE

Don't spend hours getting familiar with the new Windows 10 and Office 2016 programs. This concise course will fast track you to the new features. Current users of previous versions may be interested in experiencing the differences before making a decision to upgrade.

98200E Wed., 9am 16 October, 1 sess x 4 hrs
98200F Mon., 9am 16 December, 1 sess x 4 hrs
FEE: $102, disc. $92, conc. $90

INTRODUCTION TO MICROSOFT OUTLOOK

Outlook is rapidly becoming the personal information manager of choice. By learning to use this program you will quickly become more productive and organised. Learn how to manage your emails, appointments, tasks, addresses and more. This course is suitable for new users of Outlook. A basic knowledge of the Windows environment is essential. The course does not include Microsoft Exchange Server. The course uses Outlook 2016, but is similar to other recent versions.

98610B Mon., 9am 23 September, 1 sess x 4 hrs
98610C Thu., 9am 31 October, 1 sess x 4 hrs
FEE: $102, disc. $92, conc. $90

INTRODUCTIOc N TO WORD

Create, edit, manipulate and retrieve documents. Note that Word Processing courses do not teach you to type. Basic keyboard skills essential. Enrol in Introduction to Word and Intermediate Word at the same time and pay the discount fee on both. Courses use Word 2016

INTRODUCTION TO WORD

Learn how to write; correct; save and print a document; retrieve existing documents; move and copy text; use Find and Replace; format texts and paragraphs; use existing styles; use the Thesaurus; set tabs; create tables; add page numbers; and more. Keyboard skills and knowledge of Windows environment essential.

98202F Mon + Thu., 9am 14 October, 2 days x 6 hrs
98202G Tue., 9am 3 December, 2 wks x 6 hrs
FEE: $308, disc. $278, conc. $270

WORD PROCESSING

Create, edit, manipulate and retrieve documents. Note that Word Processing courses do not teach you to type. Basic keyboard skills essential. Enrol in Introduction to Word and Intermediate Word at the same time and pay the discount fee on both. Courses use Word 2016

INTRODUCTION TO EXCEL

Excel is a spreadsheet application used to organise and analyse data. This course will teach you how to use the Excel working environment to create, open, save, format and print spreadsheets. Topics covered include: Enter, format and edit data; use the basic built-in tools to facilitate spreadsheet use; create formulas to do calculations; use basic functions in formulas; use relative and absolute cell references; create charts; insert comments; apply worksheet protection; templates; use lookup tables; create, sort and filter simple databases; keyboard shortcuts; file formats and more. Knowledge of the Windows environment is essential.

98534N Mon., 9am 9 September, 2 wks x 6 hrs
98534P Wed., 9am 23 October, 2 wks x 6 hrs
98340Q Tue., 6.30pm 29 October, 4 wks x 3 hrs
98534R Mon + Wed., 9am 25 November, 2 days x 6 hrs
FEE: $308, disc. $278, conc. $270

SPREADSHEETS

Spreadsheets transform computer screens to ‘pages’ with columns and rows where data can be entered, your calculations done for you and ‘what if...’ questions asked. Useful for budgeting, cash books, statistics and projections. Enrol in both courses at the same time for the discount fee on each. Courses use Excel 2016

INTERMEDIATE WORD

If you have already completed the introductory course and have a good knowledge of Word, learn the use of Word Art; Clip Art; Text boxes and Shapes, scanned images and watermarks; multiple columns; templates; simple headers and footers; footnotes; Auto Text; mail merge; styles; sections; tables of contents and more. Familiarity with topics covered in the introductory course is essential.

98202C Tue., 9am 12 November, 2 wks x 6 hrs
FEE: $308, disc. $278, conc. $270

WORD - PROBLEM SOLVING

Do you find the tabs do not line up? A picture is not sitting in the correct position on the page? Want to make all titles in the document look the same? How can numbering start at a number greater than 1 or numbering or self-adjust? Information is bulleted but it needs to be numbered? Working on someone else’s document and the Table is a mess? Page 1 needs to be portrait but page 2 landscape? Want to know how to find a symbol and a quick way to insert repeated symbols? Working on someone else’s document and Information appearing in the right hand margin? Learn how to use Comments and Track Changes. This course will teach you how to rectify some common problems experienced in Word. Familiarity with topics covered in the introductory course is essential.

98203B Sat., 9am 14 September, 1 sess x 4 hrs
98203C Tue., 6pm 26 November, 1 sess x 4 hrs
FEE: $102, disc. $92, conc. $90

WEA CENTRE
INTERMEDIATE EXCEL

Topics included in the course include: Brief revision of basic spreadsheet skills; Conditional formatting; Data validation; What-if analysis; Printing; Grouped worksheets; Functions and complex formulas; Data consolidation; Pivot tables; Form controls in worksheets; Charts; Macros and Visual Basic; Range names in formulas; Import data; and more. Familiarity with topics covered in the introductory course is essential.

98537D Mon + Thu., 9am 9 December, 2 days x 6 hrs
FEE: $308, disc. $278, conc. $270  WEACENTRE

3D PRINTING

DESIGN FOR 3D PRINTING

Heard about 3D printing and wondering where to start? In order to print in 3D you can download things from the internet or create your own designs. Sketchup Make is a free software program that can be used to create models ready for 3D printing. A perfect starting point for starting your adventure with CAD and 3D printing! Basic navigation, Shortcuts, Views, Drawing Tools (Line, Circle, Polygon, Rectangle) and Freehand tools, Push/Pull, Move/Copy, Guides, Offset Tool, Scale, Groups and Components, Extensions and STL file creation for 3D printing will be covered. You will create some projects to take away and get 3D printed. Basic computer skills assumed.

98335D Sat., 9am 26 October, 2 wks x 4.5 hrs
FEE: $259, disc. $234, conc. $227  WEACENTRE

ADOBE INDESIGN

In this course we continue to develop our command of InDesign’s core features whilst introducing some of the more advanced options available. You will expand your understanding of the many sophisticated options for creative layout including extended typography; tables; long document features including Tables of Contents and Indexes; structuring documents with Master pages and spreads; drawing; and PDF output. Familiarity with the InDesign program equivalent to the WEA Adobe InDesign course is assumed.

98325A Wed Thu Fri., 12.30pm 20 Nov, 3 days x 5 hrs
FEE: $337, disc. $304, conc. $295  WEACENTRE

ADOBE PHOTOSHOP

Enrol in two Adobe Photoshop classes at the same time for the discount fee on each.

98300G Tue Wed Thu., 12pm 17 Dec, 3 days x 5 hrs
FEE: $337, disc. $304, conc. $295  WEACENTRE

ACCOUNTING PACKAGES

MIND YOUR OWN BUSINESS

MYOB is a powerful program that handles your bookkeeping. Designed to let you get the most out of this program with the minimum of fuss and avoid some of the pitfalls that users can get themselves into. Designed to let you make the most of the reports within the program so that you can have a clear idea of how to manage your business effectively and efficiently, giving you the opportunity to maximise profits.

98102H Mon + Thu., 9am 21 October, 2 days x 6 hrs
98102J Mon., 6pm 4 Nov, 4 wks x 3 hrs (no sess 11/11)
98102K Wed., 9am 27 November, 2 wks x 6 hrs
FEE: $333, disc. $300, conc. $292  WEACENTRE

PAYROLL FOR MYOB ACCOUNTING

This course starts by setting up a payroll for several employees then moves on into situations encountered in the work place. Some of the topics covered are: linked accounts; payroll categories; tax scales; writing pay cheques; electronic payments; allowances; entitlements; workcover; superannuation; tax updates; holiday pay; sick pay; termination of employees; group certificates and what to do at the end of the financial year.

98105C Wed., 9am 6 November, 1 day x 5 hrs
FEE: $205, disc. $185, conc. $180  WEACENTRE

PRESENTATION GRAPhICS & DESKTOP PUBLISHING

Professional-looking posters, pamphlets, ads, newsletters and in-house publications can be produced easily with these software programs.

PREPARING POWERPOINT PRESENTATIONS

Prepare stunning effects for on-screen presentations, overheads and slides for meetings and briefings. Knowledge of Windows environment and keyboard skills is assumed.

98222D Mon., 9am 21 October, 1 day x 6 hrs
FEE: $197, disc. $178, conc. $173  WEACENTRE

PHoTosHoP For PHoTograPHers

This course covers the fundamentals to process images out of a digital camera. The course will introduce the RAW image format supported by many cameras; resizing images for the web or print; cropping and rotating; basic adjustments such as contrast and colour levels; cloning; sharpening; converting to black and white; adding borders and text. Good computer skills essential. Course content will apply to Photoshop or Photoshop Elements. Most of the content could be applied, with little change, to other graphics software.

98301D Thu., 6pm 24 October, 1 sess x 4 hrs
98301E Sun., 9am 24 November, 1 sess x 4 hrs
FEE: $102, disc. $92, conc. $90  WEACENTRE

3D PRINTING

DESIGN FOR 3D PRINTING

Heard about 3D printing and wondering where to start? In order to print in 3D you can download things from the internet or create your own designs. Sketchup Make is a free software program that can be used to create models ready for 3D printing. A perfect starting point for starting your adventure with CAD and 3D printing! Basic navigation, Shortcuts, Views, Drawing Tools (Line, Circle, Polygon, Rectangle) and Freehand tools, Push/Pull, Move/Copy, Guides, Offset Tool, Scale, Groups and Components, Extensions and STL file creation for 3D printing will be covered. You will create some projects to take away and get 3D printed. Basic computer skills assumed.

98323G Wed Thu Fri., 12.30pm 24 Sept, 3 days x 5 hrs
98823H Mon., 6pm 14 October, 5 wks x 3 hrs
FEE: $337, disc. $304, conc. $295  WEACENTRE

ADOBE PHOTOSHOP

Enrol in two Adobe Photoshop classes at the same time for the discount fee on each.

98300F Wed., 6.30pm 2 October, 5 wks x 3 hrs
98300G Tue Wed Thu., 12pm 17 Dec, 3 days x 5 hrs
FEE: $337, disc. $304, conc. $295  WEACENTRE

COMPUTER GRAPHICS - ADOBE PHOTOSHOP

Gain a good practical knowledge of the basics of the computer program most widely used by graphic designers to manipulate; edit and on occasions create “photo-style” images. Become familiar with the tools and features: learn to manipulate photographs and artwork; add text; save and print images. Good computer skills essential.

98301G Wed Thu Thu., 12pm 17 Dec, 3 days x 5 hrs
FEE: $337, disc. $304, conc. $295  WEACENTRE

PHOTOSHOP FOR PHOTOGRAPHERS

This course covers the fundamentals to process images out of a digital camera. The course will introduce the RAW image format supported by many cameras; resizing images for the web or print; cropping and rotating; basic adjustments such as contrast and colour levels; cloning; sharpening; converting to black and white; adding borders and text. Good computer skills essential. Course content will apply to Photoshop or Photoshop Elements. Most of the content could be applied, with little change, to other graphics software.

98310D Thu., 6pm 24 October, 1 sess x 4 hrs
98310E Sun., 9am 24 November, 1 sess x 4 hrs
FEE: $102, disc. $92, conc. $90  WEACENTRE

ADOBE LIGHTROOM FOR PHOTOGRAPHERS

Lightroom was designed for digital photography making it easier, faster, and more enjoyable to maintain and process your images. Modify tone, contrast, colour and more in a non-destructive editing environment so your originals remain untouched while allowing freedom to experiment. Organise many thousands of images efficiently. Sort by keywords, show only your best picks and then export your images to file, print or online sharing. This course will cover a digital photography workflow, setting up your Library, importing and managing collections, metadata, editing RAW images, integrating with external software such as Photoshop or Photoshop Elements and exporting your final images. Uses Adobe Lightroom Classic CC version.

98306A Wed., 6pm 14 October, 5 wks x 3 hrs
98306B Sun., 9am 23 November, 1 day x 6 hrs
FEE: $205, disc. $185, conc. $180  WEACENTRE
ADOBEx ILLUSTRATOR
Enrol in both Illustrator classes at the same time for the discount fee on each.

ADOBEx ILLUSTRATOR II
Use the fast, flexible tools in Illustrator to transform your creative ideas into sophisticated logo designs; type treatments; illustrations; packaging; presentations; technical drawings; information graphics and Web Graphics. Enhance your existing knowledge and skills and venture into more advanced methods for creating graphics including; creating and working with complex compound paths, shape blends, masks, nested appearances, symbols, patterns, gradient meshes, filters and effects. Completion of the WEA Adobe Illustrator course or previous basic experience using illustrator is recommended.

How to Sell on eBay
Want to declutter and make money selling on eBay? Learn the basics, such as creating an account; listing an item; eBay fees; getting paid; shipping and feedback, as well as the tips and tricks of the pros - to make sure your items stand out from the crowd & get the best results every time. Basic computing skills assumed. Classroom lecture format.

98802C Sat., 9am 26 October, 1 sess x 3.5 hrs
FEE: $61, disc. $55, conc. $54  WEACENTRE

Start Your Own Internet Business
Covers the basics of starting an online business. Identify a market; find a product or service to sell; get web hosting; register a domain name; set up a website and get some traffic to your site. Basic computing skills assumed. Classroom lecture format.

98804A Sat., 9am 16 November, 2 wks x 4.5 hrs
FEE: $123, disc. $111, conc. $108  WEACENTRE

Online Security with Computers and Smartphones
Do you want the skills to stay safe while surfing the internet, on your computer, smartphone or tablet. Richard Pascoe the Adelaide Techguy as heard on FIVeaa & ABC Adelaide will help you stay safe by giving you the skills and knowledge to navigate the internet safely, what to look out for in emails, software and social media and keep your information and personal details safe from the outside world.

98853 Fri., 6pm 1 November, 1 sess x 2 hrs
FEE: $49, No disc. or conc.  WEACENTRE

Tablets, iPhones & MacBooks
Bring your own tablet/phone/MacBook fully charged to these classes.

Understanding Your Android Tablet
Enhance your use and overall experience with your Android Tablet. This course includes:-
common tablet settings and accessories, multi-touch gestures, the Android Market, some important and fun apps and the difference between Apps and Widgets.

98825D Mon., 6pm 28 October, 1 sess x 4 hrs
FEE: $81, disc. $73, conc. $71  WEACENTRE

Understanding Your Android Phone
Phoning and voice mail, messaging, contacts, important settings, web browsing email, essential apps, fun apps, the difference between apps and widgets, protecting your phone, accessories and trouble shooting.

98829E Mon., 6pm 14 October, 1 sess x 4 hrs
98829F Mon., 6pm 2 December, 1 sess x 4 hrs
FEE: $81, disc. $73, conc. $71  WEACENTRE

Adobe Illustrator
Adobe Illustrator is the industry-standard vector graphics creation software for print and interactive media. Use the fast, flexible tools in Illustrator to transform your creative ideas into sophisticated logo designs; type treatments; illustrations; packaging; presentations; technical drawings; information graphics and Web Graphics. Learning the basics from navigation essentials to reshaping; drawing; distortions; and creating text. A sound knowledge of computing is required, no previous Illustrator experience is required.

FEE: $205, disc. $185, conc. $180  WEACENTRE

Adobe Illustrator II
Adobe Illustrator II

Web Based/Social Media
Introduction to Facebook Page
Learn how to create a Facebook page, check some of your Settings - General, Security, Privacy, Timeline and Tagging, Blocking, Notifications, Followers, change Profile Picture, add a cover, send and accept Friend Requests, remove Friends, upload photos from the computer; ‘tag’ in a photo or a Post and create a Post (Status). Familiarity with computers needed. Bring an existing email address and the password for this email address. If you already have a Facebook Profile bring the email address and password used to access this Facebook Profile. Facebook Profile is for private use ONLY.

98065E Tue., 6pm 22 October, 1 sess x 3.5 hrs
FEE: $97, disc. $88, conc. $85  WEACENTRE

Introduction to Facebook Page
A Facebook Page is linked to a Facebook Profile. Learn how to create a Facebook Page to enable Facebook users to connect with your Fundraiser, Business, Club - which ever type of Page you need to create. Check your Page Settings, Manage Permissions and Basic Information, look at Page Roles add a Cover, upload photos from the computer, manage Posts and add Milestones. Familiarity with computers and Facebook Profile vital. It is essential to have an existing Facebook Profile. Bring to the course the email address and password used to access this Facebook Profile as well as the password for the email address.

98067C Wed., 6pm 13 November, 1 sess x 3.5 hrs
FEE: $97, disc. $88, conc. $85  WEACENTRE

Create a Website with WordPress
WordPress started as just a blogging system, but has evolved into a full content management system, used by almost 1/4 of all websites. While you can still use WordPress to create a simple blog, it also allows you to create fully functional websites. The best part about WordPress is that it’s easy to use and flexible, with thousands of free templates. Introductory course students should be familiar with using a PC and the Internet.

98071G Tue., 9am 17 September, 1 day x 6 hrs
98071H Tue., 9am 15 October, 1 day x 6 hrs
98071J Tue., 9am 26 November, 1 day x 6 hrs
FEE: $197, disc. $178, conc. $173  WEACENTRE

Wordpress - Ecommerce and SEO
Whether you need to do a simple Paypal donation button or to set up a multi-product shopping site adding eCommerce facilities to your self-hosted Wordpress site is easier then ever. We will look at setting up the shopping site, adding products and accepting payments. SEO is about boosting the chances of your website appearing higher in search engine results and therefore getting more people to your site. We will take a short look at how pages are ranked and how we can make our sites more likely to achieve results using popular plugins. This course relates to self-hosted Wordpress websites. Knowledge equivalent to Create a Website with Wordpress required.

98074C Wed., 9am 11 December, 1 day x 6 hrs
FEE: $197, disc. $178, conc. $173  WEACENTRE

Tablet, iPhones & MacBooks
Bring your own tablet/phone/MacBook fully charged to these classes.

Online Security with Computers and Smartphones
Do you want the skills to stay safe while surfing the internet, on your computer, smartphone or tablet. Richard Pascoe the Adelaide Techguy as heard on FIVeaa & ABC Adelaide will help you stay safe by giving you the skills and knowledge to navigate the internet safely, what to look out for in emails, software and social media and keep your information and personal details safe from the outside world.

98853 Fri., 6pm 1 November, 1 sess x 2 hrs
FEE: $49, No disc. or conc.  WEACENTRE

Tablets, iPhones & MacBooks
Bring your own tablet/phone/MacBook fully charged to these classes.

Understanding Your Android Tablet
Enhance your use and overall experience with your Android Tablet. This course includes:-
common tablet settings and accessories, multi-touch gestures, the Android Market, some important and fun apps and the difference between Apps and Widgets.

98825D Mon., 6pm 28 October, 1 sess x 4 hrs
FEE: $81, disc. $73, conc. $71  WEACENTRE

Understanding Your Android Phone
Phoning and voice mail, messaging, contacts, important settings, web browsing email, essential apps, fun apps, the difference between apps and widgets, protecting your phone, accessories and trouble shooting.

98829E Mon., 6pm 14 October, 1 sess x 4 hrs
98829F Mon., 6pm 2 December, 1 sess x 4 hrs
FEE: $81, disc. $73, conc. $71  WEACENTRE
**UNDERSTANDING THE IPAD**

Enhance your use and overall experience with the iPad. This course includes configuring your iPad, multi-touch gestures, essential Apps, fun Apps, music and video, working with iTunes, view and share photos, eBooks, email and web browsing, sharing documents, using FaceTime and social media, AirPlay, troubleshooting and iPad accessories. Learn how to get the most out of your ultra portable device.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Course Code</th>
<th>Date/Time</th>
<th>Duration</th>
<th>Fee</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>98820G</td>
<td>Sat., 9am 19 October</td>
<td>1 sess x 4 hrs</td>
<td>$197, disc. $178, conc. $173</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>98820H</td>
<td>Mon., 6pm 9 December</td>
<td>1 sess x 4 hrs</td>
<td>$197, disc. $178, conc. $173</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**IPAD ADVANCED**

Take your skills to the next level and discover why the iPad is so popular. Course includes: Creating documents on the iPad, Strategies for sharing documents, How to print from the iPad, Using the Safari to access the Internet. Taking and editing photos & video, Setting up and using email, Finding and reading magazines, Creating eBooks, iPad travel & accessories, iCloud & backups. Connecting iPad to a TV via the Apple TV and Recommended Apps. Bring your own iPad to class, fully charged. Knowledge equivalent to understanding the iPad is assumed.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Course Code</th>
<th>Date/Time</th>
<th>Duration</th>
<th>Fee</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>98821B</td>
<td>Mon., 6pm 23 September</td>
<td>1 sess x 4 hrs</td>
<td>$81, disc. $73, conc. $71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>98821C</td>
<td>Mon., 6pm 25 November</td>
<td>1 sess x 4 hrs</td>
<td>$81, disc. $73, conc. $71</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**TRAVELLING WITH YOUR IPAD**

The iPad is a great travelling companion, come and learn how the iPad can be used to plan for your trip and be an amazing on-the-go tool while travelling. Course includes: Pre-loading movies, music & eBooks, getting connected to the internet when travelling, essential travel apps, contacting your family & friends, using the iPad as a camera & video camera, photo & video editing, travel accessories for the iPad.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Course Code</th>
<th>Date/Time</th>
<th>Duration</th>
<th>Fee</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>98823D</td>
<td>Sat., 9am 28 September</td>
<td>1 sess x 3 hrs</td>
<td>$61, disc. $55, conc. $54</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**UNDERSTANDING YOUR IPHONE**

Phoning and voice mail, important settings, built-in apps, Syncing & iCloud, App Store, Essential & Fun Apps, web browsing, email, photo & video shooting. Using Siri & voice controls, protecting your iPhone, accessories, getting help & troubleshooting.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Course Code</th>
<th>Date/Time</th>
<th>Duration</th>
<th>Fee</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>98830C</td>
<td>Sat., 9am 2 November</td>
<td>1 sess x 4 hrs</td>
<td>$81, disc. $73, conc. $71</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**CONNECT TO YOUR CUSTOMERS WITH MAILCHIMP**

Mailchimp is one of the largest marketing platforms in the world. In this hands-on workshop you'll learn how to use its email marketing capabilities to communicate effectively with your target market. Topics include building lists, designing email communications, split testing, segmentation, social integrations, compliance, reports, automation, landing pages and much more. No prior experience is required.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Course Code</th>
<th>Date/Time</th>
<th>Duration</th>
<th>Fee</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>98712B</td>
<td>Thu., 6.30pm 10 October</td>
<td>2 wks x 3 hrs</td>
<td>$197, disc. $178, conc. $173</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BUSINESS**

**FACEBOOK FOR ADVERTISING**

Facebook advertising is being used in every corner of the globe. Whether it's brand awareness, lead generation, social messaging or straight sales conversion, it can be a truly effective and inexpensive tool. In this class you'll learn how to create Facebook Advertising campaigns including bidding and budget, audience targeting, location and designing your advert, from single images to video. We'll explore how to measure, optimise and build audiences using Pixel and create custom and lookalike audiences and building core audiences with the Facebook Audience Insights tool. We will also cover how you measure results using Facebook Advertising metrics and insights.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Course Code</th>
<th>Date/Time</th>
<th>Duration</th>
<th>Fee</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>94720A</td>
<td>Tue., 6pm 19 November</td>
<td>1 sess x 3 hrs</td>
<td>$49, No disc. or conc.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**IMPORTING & EXPORTING FOR SMALL BUSINESS**

This introductory course identifies the main opportunities, techniques and risks involved in importing and exporting. Learn about international import-export procedures, marketing and commercial trading terms, import and export costing and practical guides to get started. Sources of further information and assistance provided.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Course Code</th>
<th>Date/Time</th>
<th>Duration</th>
<th>Fee</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>94701A</td>
<td>Sat., 9.30am 12 October</td>
<td>1 sess x 4 hrs</td>
<td>$81, disc. $73, conc. $71</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**DEVELOPING A DIGITAL MARKETING PLAN**

The rise of social media has significantly changed the marketing environment. During this interactive workshop you will learn how to define your digital marketing strategy, develop a structured plan to put it into action and measure its ongoing effectiveness. Includes discussion of tools such as LinkedIn, Facebook and Pinterest but please note that this is not a computer course. Statement of Attendance Certificate issued.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Course Code</th>
<th>Date/Time</th>
<th>Duration</th>
<th>Fee</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>94714B</td>
<td>Sun., 9am 27 October</td>
<td>1 sess x 7 hrs</td>
<td>$53, No disc. or conc.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**DEVELOPING & LAUNCHING A NEW BUSINESS**

Benjamin Franklin famously said “If you fail to plan, you are planning to fail”. A comprehensive business plan and effective execution of the plan are two factors which can greatly increase your chances of succeeding in your new business venture. This is an interactive presentation. Students will be provided with a workbook in which to develop a business plan and prepare to put it into action. Statement of Attendance provided for this course.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Course Code</th>
<th>Date/Time</th>
<th>Duration</th>
<th>Fee</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>94702C</td>
<td>Mon., 6pm 21 October</td>
<td>1 sess x 3 hrs</td>
<td>$127, disc. $115, conc. $112</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**INVESTMENT & MONEY**

**SUBDIVIDING LAND & PROPERTY DEVELOPMENT**

The rise in rezoning within Adelaide has produced multiple opportunities for existing home owners and wannabe developers. This course gives novice developers their first taste of what's involved with land division and property development. Attendees will learn from an experienced developer, who will provide information and resources they need to successfully execute their first project.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Course Code</th>
<th>Date/Time</th>
<th>Duration</th>
<th>Fee</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>94808B</td>
<td>Sat., 9am 28 September</td>
<td>1 sess x 4 hrs</td>
<td>$54, No disc. or conc.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**HOW TO INVEST IN REAL ESTATE**

Have you always wanted to buy a rental property or invest in real estate in other ways? Come and find out how to do it. Topics include: why invest in real estate; borrowing to invest; what to look for in a home; taxation benefits.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Course Code</th>
<th>Date/Time</th>
<th>Duration</th>
<th>Fee</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>94806D</td>
<td>Thu., 6pm 10 October</td>
<td>1 sess x 3.5 hrs</td>
<td>$53, No disc. or conc.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BUILDING A NEW HOME-POSITIVES & PITFALLS**

Building a new home is a major investment and can become a very stressful time if the preparation work is not completed at the beginning of the project. Topics covered include knock down rebuild, split level homes, project homes, planning stage, comparing quotes, finding a builder, being an owner builder dealing with trades, building materials, disputes with the builder and handover. This advice could save you thousands of dollars.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Course Code</th>
<th>Date/Time</th>
<th>Duration</th>
<th>Fee</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>94810B</td>
<td>Tue., 6.30pm 17 September</td>
<td>1 sess x 3 hrs</td>
<td>$49, No disc. or conc.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Ph: 8223 1979
**RENOVATING FOR PROFIT**

Learn how to renovate for profit. If you are thinking about buying to renovate and sell or renovating an existing property to rent out or even renovating your own home, this course will teach you the tips and tricks. Some of the topics covered will be where to buy, what to buy, how much to pay, how much to spend on the renovation, how do the numbers work, expected returns, what is a good profit and so much more.

*Rosenberg Family Trust Real Estate Mgrs Cert*

**FEE:** $53, No disc. or conc.  [WEA CENTRE](#)

**HOW TO SELL YOUR OWN HOME**

Do you want to sell your property without paying commission? Selling privately is an easy process that could save you $55 in agent fees. This course will provide practical skills to sell privately including preparation, pricing, advertising, negotiating and relevant paperwork for the sale of your property privately.

*Rosenberg Family Trust Real Estate Mgrs Cert*

**FEE:** $53, No disc. or conc.  [WEA CENTRE](#)

**BUILDING RENOVATION & EXTENSIONS**

This is an independent approach from a qualified builder to assist you when looking at doing a renovation and/or extension to your home or building. Topics covered include planning stage, knock-down rebuild option, Sustainable Building Products; Renewable Energy and how to make your home your own personal power plant; Comparing Quotes; Finding a Builder; Being an owner builder dealing with tradies; What building materials to use; Disputes with the builder and handover and building on a tight budget. This advice might save you thousands of dollars!

*Jason Gow My Builder Friend Dip BldgConst, CertIV Bld Stud*

**FEE:** $49, No disc. or conc.  [WEA CENTRE](#)

**“YOUR WILL, YOUR WAY”**

Find out how to plan for your family’s future once you are gone. Why a Will is necessary, what the Will does and does not cover, what is involved in the role of Executor, how to provide asset protection and tax effective structures for your beneficiaries, how to provide for beneficiaries with disabilities, the importance of Powers of Attorney and Advance Care Directives.

*Elizabeth Ferguson BA LLB Grad Dip App Fin TEP*

**FEE:** $52, No disc. or conc.  [WEA CENTRE](#)

**TREND IS YOUR FRIEND**

The ‘trend is your friend’ is an old trading and investing adage. What exactly is trend? How is it determined? When will it change? We will investigate how to track trend with trend lines, moving averages, time and other trend indication tools. It is important to confirm when trend has reversed. Getting in with the trend and getting out when the trend has reversed tends to maximise profits and minimise loss of paper profits. A simple trend-trading plan will be demonstrated. Charting will also be covered because it is key to establishing trend as part of technical analysis and charting can be a vital adjunct to ‘fundamental analysis’ in financial markets. No prior experience required.

*Denis Keilloar BAppSci(Physics) DipEd*

**FEE:** $79, No disc. or conc.  [WEA CENTRE](#)

**WEA CENTRE**

**“YOUR WILL, YOUR WAY”**
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*Elizabeth Ferguson BA LLB Grad Dip App Fin TEP*

**FEE:** $52, No disc. or conc.  [WEA CENTRE](#)
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The ‘trend is your friend’ is an old trading and investing adage. What exactly is trend? How is it determined? When will it change? We will investigate how to track trend with trend lines, moving averages, time and other trend indication tools. It is important to confirm when trend has reversed. Getting in with the trend and getting out when the trend has reversed tends to maximise profits and minimise loss of paper profits. A simple trend-trading plan will be demonstrated. Charting will also be covered because it is key to establishing trend as part of technical analysis and charting can be a vital adjunct to ‘fundamental analysis’ in financial markets. No prior experience required.
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**WEA CENTRE**

**“YOUR WILL, YOUR WAY”**

Find out how to plan for your family’s future once you are gone. Why a Will is necessary, what the Will does and does not cover, what is involved in the role of Executor, how to provide asset protection and tax effective structures for your beneficiaries, how to provide for beneficiaries with disabilities, the importance of Powers of Attorney and Advance Care Directives.

*Elizabeth Ferguson BA LLB Grad Dip App Fin TEP*

**FEE:** $52, No disc. or conc.  [WEA CENTRE](#)

**TREND IS YOUR FRIEND**

The ‘trend is your friend’ is an old trading and investing adage. What exactly is trend? How is it determined? When will it change? We will investigate how to track trend with trend lines, moving averages, time and other trend indication tools. It is important to confirm when trend has reversed. Getting in with the trend and getting out when the trend has reversed tends to maximise profits and minimise loss of paper profits. A simple trend-trading plan will be demonstrated. Charting will also be covered because it is key to establishing trend as part of technical analysis and charting can be a vital adjunct to ‘fundamental analysis’ in financial markets. No prior experience required.

*Denis Keilloar BAppSci(Physics) DipEd*

**FEE:** $79, No disc. or conc.  [WEA CENTRE](#)
**FOOD & WINE**

**SIMPLY SUSHI**  
**NEW**  
Sushi for every occasion. Learn to prepare a variety of Sushi suitable for a party or everyday meal. Nigiri, Inari, Maki, Chirashi and more. A demonstration and hands-on course where you will also get to sample along the way.  
Yoshimi Mizobe  
97028 Sat., 10am 19 October, 1 sess x 3 hrs  
FEE: $74, No disc. or conc.  
WEA CENTRE

**DELICIOUS DUMPLINGS**  
**NEW**  
Dumplings are one of the most popular food items in China, Korea and Japan and are also fast becoming a favourite food option here in Australia. Come along and learn to make your own dumpling wrappers from scratch and 3 types of filling: Pork & Vegetable Gyoza, Shrimp & Chives Dumpling and Vegetable & Tofu Mandu. This is a demonstration and hands-on course with students preparing their own dumplings with ready-made wrappers.  
Esther (Hyang Ho) Shin  
97040C Sat., 10am 14 September, 1 sess x 3 hrs  
FEE: $69, No disc. or conc.  
WEA CENTRE

**KOREAN KIMCHI**  
**NEW**  
Kimchi, a staple in Korean cuisine, is a famous traditional side dish. Join our Korean cooking Tutor and prepare a selection of Kimchi, like cabbage and radish, which you will take home to finish the process. Delicious samples will be provided throughout the session.  
Esther (Hyang Ho) Shin  
97091 Sat., 10am 16 November, 1 sess x 3 hrs  
FEE: $79, No disc. or conc.  
WEA CENTRE

**REALISE WHAT GRAMMAR IS ALL ABOUT IN A FUN, FRIENDLY ENVIRONMENT. LEARN ABOUT GRAMMAR TENSES, VERBS, NOUNS AND ADJECTIVES, SENTENCE STRUCTURE, PUNCTUATION AND MUCH MORE! THIS COURSE IS NOT FOR BEGINNERS IN ENGLISH OR ESL STUDENTS.**

**FOOD & WINE**

**gramMAR gReMlINS**

Say good-bye to gremlins in your writing! Realise what grammar is all about in a fun, friendly environment. Learn about grammar tenses, verbs, nouns and adjectives, sentence structure, punctuation and much more! This course will enable you to identify where grammatical errors are often made within the English language and common grammatical rules to help combat making further grammatical mistakes! This course is not for beginners in English or ESL students.  
Isobel Grave BA UWA D.Phil(Oxon)IMA Ling.ANU  
93030R Wed., 5.30pm 16 October  
FEE: $176, disc. $159, conc. $154  
WEA CENTRE

**LANGUAGES FOR FUN & TRAVEL**

Never studied a language before? Your journey starts here! Learn to ask simple questions, talk about yourself, make inquiries and socialise. Learning just for fun or planning to travel, languages open up whole new worlds. All courses are held at the WEA Centre. The following courses run for 9 weeks x 2.25 hours unless otherwise stated.  
FEE: $185, disc. $167, conc. $162  
WEA CENTRE

**CHINESE MANDARIN FOR FUN AND TRAVEL**

Li (Victoria) Hong MBus(Accountancy)  
93001C Mon., 5.45pm 14 October  
FEE: $103, disc. $94, conc. $91  
WEA CENTRE

**Farsi FOR Fun AND Travel**

Li (Victoria) Hong MBus(Accountancy)  
93001C Mon., 5.45pm 14 October  
FEE: $103, disc. $94, conc. $91  
WEA CENTRE

**French FOR Fun AND Travel**

Dominique Lukehurst  
93010K Wed.+Thu., 12.30pm 16 October, 5 wks x 2 hrs  
Mathieu Denis  
93010L Wed., 7.45pm 16 October  
Maxime Goffeau  
93010M Thu., 5.30pm 17 October  
FEE: $113, disc. $104, conc. $101  
NAZARETH COLLEGE

**German FOR Fun AND Travel**

Anja Koloch  
93015C Mon., 10am 14 October  
Mina Golkar BA  
93015D Thu., 7.30pm 17 October  
FEE: $113, disc. $104, conc. $101  
NAZARETH COLLEGE

**Indonesian FOR Fun AND Travel**

Vijay Malhotra  
93022 Mon., 5.30pm 14 October  
Mina Golkar BA  
93025A Mon., 5.30pm 14 October  
FEE: $176, disc. $159, conc. $154  
WEA CENTRE

**Italian FOR Fun AND Travel**

Natalia Corbo BA DipEd(Sec) DipEdTESOL  
93030N Sat., 10am 12 October  
93030P Mon., 9.30am 14 October  
93030Q Wed., 1.30pm 16 October  
Maxime Goffeau  
93030S Mon., 5.30pm 14 October  
93030T Mon., 5.30pm 14 October  
FEE: $176, disc. $159, conc. $154  
WEA CENTRE

**Japanese FOR Fun AND Travel**

Yoshimi Mizobe  
9303SD Mon., 10.30am 30 September (no sess 7/10)  
9303SE Mon., 7.30pm 30 September (no sess 7/10)  
FEE: $176, disc. $159, conc. $154  
WEA CENTRE

**Spanish FOR Fun AND Travel**

Tere Herrera  
93045M Mon., 5.30pm 14 October  
93045P Wed., 7.30pm 16 October  
Lisa Vogt DipEd(Lima)  
93045N Tue., 12.15pm 15 October  
Ana Maria Aponte Diaz BA(Psych)  
93045Q Thu., 12.15pm 15 October  
FEE: $176, disc. $159, conc. $154  
WEA CENTRE

**Korean FOR Fun AND Travel**

Esther (Hyang Ho) Shin  
97040C Sat., 10am 14 September, 1 sess x 3 hrs  
FEE: $69, No disc. or conc.  
WEA CENTRE

**Simplified Sushi**  
**NEW**  
Sushi for every occasion. Learn to prepare a variety of Sushi suitable for a party or everyday meal. Nigiri, Inari, Maki, Chirashi and more. This is a demonstration and hands-on course where you will also get to sample along the way.  
Yoshimi Mizobe  
97028 Sat., 10am 19 October, 1 sess x 3 hrs  
FEE: $74, No disc. or conc.  
WEA CENTRE

**Simply Sushi**  
**NEW**  
Sushi for every occasion. Learn to prepare a variety of Sushi suitable for a party or everyday meal. Nigiri, Inari, Maki, Chirashi and more. This is a demonstration and hands-on course where you will also get to sample along the way.  
Yoshimi Mizobe  
97028 Sat., 10am 19 October, 1 sess x 3 hrs  
FEE: $74, No disc. or conc.  
WEA CENTRE

**Korean Kimchi**  
**NEW**  
Kimchi, a staple in Korean cuisine, is a famous traditional side dish. Join our Korean cooking Tutor and prepare a selection of Kimchi, like cabbage and radish, which you will take home to finish the process. Delicious samples will be provided throughout the session.  
Esther (Hyang Ho) Shin  
97091 Sat., 10am 16 November, 1 sess x 3 hrs  
FEE: $79, No disc. or conc.  
WEA CENTRE

**Practical Thai**

Learn to cook your favourite Thai dishes in a relaxed and enjoyable environment.  
Panyaporn Pongkitdetchot MApROF  
97089 Sun., 11am 3 Nov, 1 sess x 2 hrs (+ 1/2 break)  
FEE: $52, No disc. or conc.  
WEA CENTRE

**Celebrating 2019 Olive Harvest**  
**NEW**  
How to taste and appreciate quality Australian extra virgin olive oils. The WEA is excited to welcome back the Royal Adelaide Show’s Chief Olive Oil Judge, Trudie Michaels. Trudie, in association with Olives SA, will take you on a journey of tasting and understanding the new season medal winning extra virgin olive oils. You will explore and taste the unique qualities of over ten different styles of oils and you will learn how to tell each of them apart by smell and taste. Discover how to recognise different olive oil characters, possible faults and learn what to look for in a great olive oil. This is a unique opportunity to learn from the best.  
Trudie Michaels/Olives SA  
97089 Sun., 11am 3 Nov, 1 sess x 2 hrs (+ 1/2 break)  
FEE: $52, No disc. or conc.  
WEA CENTRE

**Simply Sushi**  
**NEW**  
Sushi for every occasion. Learn to prepare a variety of Sushi suitable for a party or everyday meal. Nigiri, Inari, Maki, Chirashi and more. This is a demonstration and hands-on course where you will also get to sample along the way.  
Yoshimi Mizobe  
97028 Sat., 10am 19 October, 1 sess x 3 hrs  
FEE: $74, No disc. or conc.  
WEA CENTRE

**Delicious Dumplings**

Dumplings are one of the most popular food items in China, Korea and Japan and are also fast becoming a favourite food option here in Australia. Come along and learn to make your own dumpling wrappers from scratch and 3 types of filling: Pork & Vegetable Gyoza, Shrimp & Chives Dumpling and Vegetable & Tofu Mandu. This is a demonstration and hands-on course with students preparing their own dumplings with ready-made wrappers.  
Esther (Hyang Ho) Shin  
97040C Sat., 10am 14 September, 1 sess x 3 hrs  
FEE: $69, No disc. or conc.  
WEA CENTRE

**Korean Kimchi**  
**NEW**  
Kimchi, a staple in Korean cuisine, is a famous traditional side dish. Join our Korean cooking Tutor and prepare a selection of Kimchi, like cabbage and radish, which you will take home to finish the process. Delicious samples will be provided throughout the session.  
Esther (Hyang Ho) Shin  
97091 Sat., 10am 16 November, 1 sess x 3 hrs  
FEE: $79, No disc. or conc.
PRACTICAL JAPANESE COOKING
In a relaxed and informal environment you will prepare and then share a delicious array of Japanese dishes like Kara-age Chicke and Tempura just to name a couple. Ingredients supplied.
Yoshimi Mizobe
97017B Sun., 11am 13 October, 1 sess x 4 hrs
FEE: $107, No disc. or conc.
NORTH-MORIALTA HIGH SCHOOL

INTRODUCTION TO KOREAN CUISINE «NEW»
Learn the secrets of making healthy and traditional Korean food. You will prepare and share delicious dishes like bibimbap, seafood pancake and bulgogi under the expert guidance of the tutor.
Esther (Hyang Ho) Shin
97090 Sat., 10am 26 November, 1 sess x 4 hrs
FEE: $107, No disc. or conc. SEYMOUR COLLEGE

ESSENTIAL INDIAN CUISINE
Join WEA Tutor Ajita Thakur for an entertaining session of preparing and sharing a delicious selection of your favourite Indian dishes.
Ajita Thakur
97019A Sun., 11am 27 October, 1 sess x 4 hrs
FEE: $107, No disc. or conc. NORTH-MORIALTA HIGH SCHOOL

BASKET OF INDIAN BREADS (DIPS & SAUCES)
There are a wide variety of Indian breads that are an integral part of Indian cuisine. Prepare a selection of the most popular ones together with your favourite Indian dips and sauces.
Maria Almeida BEd
97062C Sun., 11am 20 October, 1 sess x 4 hrs
FEE: $73, No disc. or conc. NORTH-MORIALTA HIGH SCHOOL

SPRING GOURMET VEGETARIAN
Spring heralds a bounty of fresh flavours. Enjoy the diverse seasonal produce of spring and cook it up with Natalie Playford from Cooking Up A Storm. A delightful and fun cooking class, with lovely recipes to enjoy for a fabulous afternoon of cooking. This course will be offered only once this year.
Natalie Playford BA(Hons) DipEd CommCookCertII
97053 Sat., 1pm 14 September, 1 sess x 4 hrs
FEE: $107, No disc. or conc. SEYMOUR COLLEGE

SUMMER GOURMET VEGETARIAN
What’s in season? Enjoy the flavour of summer with easy, delicious recipes using some of the best produce available when it is at its best. Recipes you will love and use again and again. Join Natalie Playford from Cooking Up A Storm for a fabulous afternoon of cooking. This course will be offered only once this year.
Natalie Playford BA(Hons) DipEd CommCookCertII
97048 Sun., 1pm 1 December, 1 sess x 4 hrs
FEE: $107, No disc. or conc. SEYMOUR COLLEGE

INTRODUCTION TO FERMENTATION WORKSHOP
Learning to make cultured foods through the fermentation process. Cultured foods provide a way of preserving foods without artificial preservatives, while providing the body with probiotics, enzymes and vitamins to support gut health. Recent research shows that gut health is linked to mood-related disorders, so learning to make and include cultured foods in our daily diet can support our holistic well-being. This workshop is a hands-on process, where participants will learn to make 5 different cultured foods to take away. Taste-testing is included in the class. Please note that dairy milk is used and may not be suitable for you. Students are required to bring along some of the ingredients and you may wish to contact our Enrolment Office for further details prior to enrolling.
Raelene Ng Binnion MSSc
97009D Sat., 10am 12 Oct, 1 sess x 4.5 hrs (+ 1/2 hr break)
FEE: $119, No disc. or conc. WEA CENTRE

INTERMEDIATE FERMENTATION WORKSHOP
Further your skills and knowledge of the fermentation process. This workshop is a hands-on process, where participants will learn to make 4 different cultured foods to take away. Taste-testing is included in the class. Ferments we will cover: Kimchi, Kvass (Beetroot), Kombucha and Kefir (Water) Students are required to provide some ingredients. Suitable for beginners.
Raelene Ng Binnion MSSc
97013B Sun., 10am 15 Sept, 1 sess x 4.5hrs (+1/2 hr break)
FEE: $119, No disc. or conc. WEA CENTRE

BEESWAX WRAPS WORKSHOP
Learn to make beeswax wraps to replace cling-wrap in your kitchen. Wax wraps can be used to wrap lunchbox sandwiches and snacks, vegetables, cheese blocks, salad bowls and so much more. Reduce your use of single-use plastics and enjoy a more sustainable way of preserving foods. This workshop is suitable for beginners. Suitable for vegans.
Raelene Ng Binnion MSSc
97024A Sun., 11am 17 November, 1 sess x 4 hrs
FEE: $84, No disc. or conc. WEA CENTRE

HOMEMADE BUTTER FOR HEALTH
In this demonstrative workshop learn how regular pouring cream can be turned into sour cream, cultured butter and buttermilk, which have added probiotic benefits. See how herb butter and spreadable butter are made. Experience the different flavours and take home a sample to enjoy with the family.
Raelene Ng Binnion MSSc
97025B Sun., 10am 20 October, 1 sess x 3 hrs
FEE: $59, No disc. or conc. WEA CENTRE

QUICK AND TASTY VEGETARIAN
Natalie, from Cooking Up A Storm, hosts this popular and fun class aimed at giving you an arsenal of vegetarian and vegan dishes that are quick, yummy and nutritious. Particularly good for busy people, everything is easy to cook. Suitable for vegans.
Natalie Playford BA(Hons) DipEd CommCookCertII
97050C Sat., 1pm 19 October, 1 sess x 4 hrs
FEE: $107, No disc. or conc. SEYMOUR COLLEGE

HOME CHEESEMAKING BY UDDER DELIGHTS
In this informative and introductory class, make your own feta with the option of making ricotta from the whey and camembert from the feta. Course fee covers bulk of materials however, students will need to provide specific items on the day and you may wish to clarify this with WEA before enrolling. Sorry no concessions.
Sheree Sullivan
97026D Sat., 9.30am 9 November, 1 sess x 3.5 hrs
FEE: $124, No disc. or conc. SEYMOUR COLLEGE

WINE & BEVERAGES
(Fore the alcoholic beverage courses you may wish to make alternative driving arrangements if you are unsure of the amount of alcohol consumed and wish to stay well below the legal limit of alcohol consumption when driving).

CHAMPAGNE-WORLD’S GREATEST SPARKLING WINE
Jim’s Back! Presented by Vin de Champagne Award lecturer, James Smith, this course is designed for persons in the wine and hospitality industries and for those who wish to learn more about the world of Champagne. The course explores the various regions of the Champagne district and discusses the wines of the major Champagne Houses as well as many of the region's growers and cooperatives. Participants will taste and evaluate Champagnes from Champagne Houses such as Louis Roederer, Pol Roger, Pommery, Ayala, Bollinger, Pierre Gimonnet and Andre Cloet etc. The tastings will include vintage and non-vintage champagnes. Extensive lecture notes will be provided. Please note that the numbers for each class are limited to 15 participants. Presented with the cooperation of the Champagne Bureau Australia.
James Smith Vin de Champagne Award Winner
97070A Sun., 11am 27 Oct, 1 sess x 4 hrs (11-1 & 2-4)
FEE: $99, No disc. or conc. WEA CENTRE
THE WINES OF ITALY
Discover the major wine regions of Italy. Taste and evaluate wines from Piedmont, Tuscany, Veneto, Puglia, Abruzzi, Sicily and others. Experience the original styles made from grapes like Arneis, Vermentino, Sangiovese, Nebbiolo, Barbera, Montepulciano and Nero d’Avola, which are now being vinified in Australia. At least 9 different wines will be sampled. Please do not drink and drive.
David Crossman BA, GradDipEd, DipT, CertIVW&T&A
97065A Fri., 6pm 20 September, 1 sess x 3 hrs
FEE: $73, No disc. or conc. WEA CENTRE

WINES OF FRANCE
Discover the classic wine styles of France. These are the styles which inspire the Australian wine industry, and most of the new worlds. Taste and differentiate Burgundy from Bordeaux, and experience the flavours of Alsace, the Loire and the Rhone. Your tutor has recently visited these regions.
David Crossman BA, GradDipEd, DipT, CertIVW&T&A
97058 Fri., 6pm 4 October, 1 sess x 3 hrs
FEE: $73, No disc. or conc. WEA CENTRE

THE WINES OF SPAIN
Discover the major wine regions of Spain. Taste and evaluate wines from Rioja, Ribera del Duero, Campo de Borja, Penedes, Valencia and of course Jerez (Sherry). Experience the original styles made from grapes like Albarino, Grenache, Tempranillo, Mourvedre, Carignan and Graciano, which are now being vinified in Australia. At least 9 different wines will be sampled. Please do not drink and drive.
David Crossman BA, GradDipEd, DipT, CertIVW&T&A
97068B Fri., 6pm 1 November, 1 sess x 3 hrs
FEE: $73, No disc. or conc. WEA CENTRE

WORLD SAUVIGNON BLANC CHALLENGE
Compare and evaluate Sauvignon Blanc from around the world. Consider New World Sauvignon Blanc in the light of wines from their birthplace in France. Participants in the Challenge will learn how to judge the quality of Sauvignon Blanc and decide which wine is the winner. At least 9 different wines will be sampled. Please do not drink and drive.
David Crossman BA, GradDipEd, DipT, CertIVW&T&A
97060 Fri., 6pm 18 October, 1 sess x 3 hrs
FEE: $73, No disc. or conc. WEA CENTRE

WORLD CHARDONNAY CHALLENGE
Compare and evaluate Cabernets from around the world. Consider New World Chardonnay in the light of wines from their birthplace in France. Participants in the Challenge will learn how to judge the quality of Chardonnay and will judge which wine is the winner. At least 9 different wines will be sampled. Please do not drink and drive.
David Crossman BA, GradDipEd, DipT, CertIVW&T&A
97074 Fri., 6pm 25 October, 1 sess x 3 hrs
FEE: $73, No disc. or conc. WEA CENTRE

WORLD PINOT GRIS/GRIGIO CHALLENGE
Compare and evaluate Pinot Gris/Grigio from around the world. Consider New World Pinot Gris/Grigio in the light of wines from their birthplace in Europe. Participants in the Challenge will enjoy learning how to judge the quality of Pinot Gris/Grigio and deciding which wine is the winner. At least 9 wines will be sampled. Please do not drink and drive.
David Crossman BA, GradDipEd, DipT, CertIVW&T&A
97061 Fri., 6pm 15 November, 1 sess x 3 hrs
FEE: $73, No disc. or conc. WEA CENTRE

WORLD SPARKLING CHALLENGE «NEW»
Is Champagne the best sparkling wine in the world? Taste and evaluate sparkling wines from other French regions, from Europe, Australia and New Zealand and decide whether any can match Champagne. Participants will also consider the sparkling winemaking methods involved. Some sparkling rose will be included. At least 9 wines will be tasted and no previous experience required. Please remember to not drink and drive.
David Crossman BA, GradDipEd, DipT, CertIVW&T&A
97073 Fri., 6pm 22 November, 1 sess x 3 hrs
FEE: $79, No disc. or conc. WEA CENTRE

STATE LIBRARY TOUR AND WINE TASTING
The WEA, in conjunction with the State Library and Tomich Wines, will once again be offering a wine tasting and guided tour to be held at the State Library. Enjoy a one hour wine tasting with WEA wine guru, David Crossman, then a guided tour that will include artefacts and literature on the Hardy Wine Collection, a visit to the Mortlock Chamber and also displays of some of the library’s oldest literature collections.
David Crossman BA, GradDipEd, DipT, CertIVW&T&A
97092G Sat., 10.30am 30 November, 1 sess x 2 hrs
FEE: $53, No disc. or conc. WEA CENTRE

SCRUMPY - HOMEBREWED CIDER
We will start at a very basic level and then look at adding sophisticated options. What we will make is simple (supermarket ingredients and minimal brewing equipment), cheap (about $1 per litre), quick (drinkable within a week) and genuinely nice (you can alter the recipes to suit your palate). You will be provided extensive notes, starter equipment, delicious meats and genuinely nice (you can alter the recipes to suit your palate). You will be provided extensive notes, starter equipment, delicious meats and genuinely nice (you can alter the recipes to suit your palate).

RUNNING A SMALL VINEYARD-PROS & CONS
Course is designed for those people who have had thoughts of owning a small vineyard. It will be a broad and practical look at the issues involved with this dream - the good and the bad. Issues covered will include: vineyard establishment, the tasks through the year, costs, barriers, financial and other returns. Some attention will be given to horticultural issues, but it is not a horticulture course.
 Ross McCoil BSc Dip Ed
97099A Tue., 6pm 15 October, 1 sess x 3 hrs
FEE: $49, No disc. or conc. WEA CENTRE

NATURAL ALL-GRAIN BEER BREWED AT HOME
Produce sensational beer in your own home using the same methods employed by commercial breweries, without the high expense. You will be taught the vital steps in brewing and the different ways to create your own home brew set up. Finally you will attend a brew day to gain hands-on experience. (Brewing dates are decided in class).
Luke Moran B.Ch.E
97075C Tue., 6.30pm 22 Oct, 1 sess x 3 hrs (F/T 5 hrs)
FEE: $129, No disc. or conc. WEA CENTRE

TEA: BREWED AWAKENING
Join Lord Devotea for a ‘tea tasting session’. Embark on an entertaining journey across the world of tea. You’ll brew and taste many teas, learn about processing and blending, history and lore, types, classification and grading. You’ll leave this course with a new appreciation of the importance of the world’s most popular beverage and how it connects people across the globe. Participants will get to taste a selection of 7 different teas.
Robert Godden (lord Devotea) Cert IV Workplace Training
970188 Sat., 9.30am 9 November, 1 sess x 3 hrs
FEE: $59, No disc. or conc. WEA CENTRE

HAND BLEND YOUR OWN TEAS
In this hands-on workshop you will learn the principles behind some of the world’s most popular tea blends and how to make your own to suit your palate, your health or your mood. Using different teas, flowers, herbs, spices and fruits, you will leave with your own unique tea treasures.
Robert Godden (lord Devotea) Cert IV Workplace Training
97029B Sun., 10am 24 November, 1 sess x 2 hrs
FEE: $67, No disc. or conc. WEA CENTRE

BARISTA COURSE - INTRODUCTION
This course is suitable for those who have little or no experience in the coffee industry. It will give you the basic knowledge and skills required to gain employment in the industry or to make that perfect cup for yourself at home. Certificate provided by La Crema Coffee. Course held at La Crema Coffee, St Marys.
Gentilcore Family
97022E Tue., 6pm 15 October, 2 wks x 2.5 hrs
FEE: $129, No disc. or conc. LA CREMA COFFEE
CAKES & OTHER SWEETS

ART OF PASTRY-CROISSANTS & DANISHES

The best tasting croissants and Danishes are home-made, but many people think they are too hard to make. This class will show you the tips and techniques you need to start making these pastries successfully at home without losing your sanity. Once you understand the basic principles you can bake a range of croissants and Danishes that suit you and your family. This class is demonstration and practical with students able to participate with the preparation.

97034A Fri., 10am 18 October, 1 sess x 5 hrs
FEE: $75, No disc. or conc.  WEA CENTRE

CUPCAKES/mini Cakes-Baking & Decorating

Do your cupcakes always have cracks or an uneven mound? Want to create some mini layer cakes for that special occasion but don’t know how? This class is for you. Explore the wonderful world of cupcakes and mini cakes as you bake a variety of individual cakes with different flavours & colours, fillings & icings. Suitable for beginners.

97035A Sat., 10am 26 October, 4 wks x 3 hrs
FEE: $113, disc. $104, conc. $101
NORWOOD-MORIALTA HIGH SCHOOL

CREATIVE WRITING

This beginner’s course studies short prose - fiction and non-fiction. Non-prose writing will also be included to explore different considerations and techniques. Develop theme, plot, structure, settings, characterisation, dialogue and editing.

97601A Sun., 10am 27 October, 2 wks x 6 hrs
FEE: $103, disc. $94, conc. $91  WEA CENTRE

THE FIRST 50 PAGES

Your opening scenes are crucial in catching the attention of agents, editors, and readers. The tips and techniques in this course will help you create a compelling first impression with your first fifty pages.

97613 Sun., 10am 17 November, 1 day x 6 hrs
FEE: $66, disc. $60, conc. $58  WEA CENTRE

PARANORMAL WRITING WORKSHOP

The paranormal genre is not just soft horror or vampire romance. This course will introduce you to the various types of paranormal writing and help you create characters, plots and settings that will keep readers wanting more of your stories.

97637 Sun., 10am 22 September, 1 day x 6 hrs
FEE: $66, disc. $60, conc. $58  WEA CENTRE

WRITING PICTURE BOOKS FOR CHILDREN

Is there a story for children inside you? Need help organising your ideas and getting started? Find out how to begin writing picture books for children and how to get published.

Sally Heinrich B.Design (Illustration)
97618A Wed., 6pm 16 October, 4 wks x 3 hrs
FEE: $103, disc. $94, conc. $91  WEA CENTRE

WRITING YOUR LIFE STORY

Write your life story using themes, style, point of view, settings and characterisation. Structure your writing to make it sound interesting to a reader, publisher and an agent.

Kerry Kenihan
97665B Sun., 9.30am 3 November, 1 day x 6 hrs
FEE: $66, disc. $60, conc. $58  WEA CENTRE

ITALIAN CHRISTMAS BAKING WITH ROSA & GINA

Join Rosa Matto and Gina Dal Santo for this one time only Christmas baking session. Christmas is a special time in an Italian Kitchen. Representing the different regions we will have stuffoli, peach cakes, zeppole and crostoli, but the pride and joy will be a simplified panettone. Come prepared with an apron and bring a tin to take home a selection of goodies!

Rosa Matto
97038 Sun., 11am 10 November, 1 sess x 4 hrs
FEE: $132, No disc. or conc.  WEA CENTRE

CAKE DECORATING FOR SPECIAL OCCASIONS

This course is designed for beginners yet will have you decorating like a professional in no time! Gain techniques to produce realistic flowers and other decorations using sugar-paste. $25 Kit is to be purchased from the tutor and payable at the first session. Other materials and ingredients required throughout the course will need to be purchased and could cost up to $20.

Pamela Lane
97042C Wed., 6.30pm 2 October, 4 wks x 2.5 hrs
FEE: $95, disc. $86, conc. $84  WEA CENTRE

CHRISTMAS WONDERLAND IN CHOCOLATE

Bring to life your own 3D chocolate winter wonderland this Christmas. Using Cadbury and Nestle chocolate you will build and decorate a house and create a Father Christmas, Christmas trees, sleighs, snowmen, angels and any other Christmas characters you so desire. Fee includes all ingredients, an apron and gloves.

Anna Hofmeyer Advanced Dip of Bus(Tourism)
97083 Wed., 7.30pm 6 November, 1 sess x 2 hrs
FEE: $94, No disc. or conc.
ADELAIDE CHOCOLATE SCHOOL

EXPERT EDITING

Lack of editing is a major reason publishers reject manuscripts. Learn how to effectively and efficiently edit your own writing, and provide constructive feedback to others.

97633 Sat., 10am 23 November, 1 day x 6 hrs
FEE: $66, disc. $60, conc. $58  WEA CENTRE

GETTING YOUR WRITING PUBLISHED

Get advice on the publishing industry, including where to send your manuscript, copyright, agents, appraisal services, manuscript presentation and writing query letters and synopses.

97640 Sun., 10am 20 October, 1 day x 6 hrs
FEE: $66, disc. $60, conc. $58  WEA CENTRE

PHOTOGRAPHY & FILM

USING AN SLR Camera - 2 Day Workshop

Learn to use your digital SLR camera (if the lens is removable it’s an SLR) to its full potential. This intensive beginners course covers camera function, lenses, lighting, composition, close-up, accessories and more.

Tim Newbery AFIAP
97503D Thu., 5.30pm 17 October, 8 wks x 2 hrs + FT
FEE: $165, disc. $149, conc. $142  WEA CENTRE

USING AN SLR Camera

Learn to use your SLR camera (removable lens) to its full potential! This beginner’s course covers camera function, lenses, lighting, composition, close-up, accessories and more. Focus on digital SLR but film ok.

Tim Newbery AFIAP
97503D Thu., 5.30pm 17 October, 8 wks x 2 hrs + FT
FEE: $165, disc. $147, conc. $143  WEA CENTRE

CREATIVE ARTS

TRAVEL

See the back page for exciting new tours
EXPLORE COMPOSITION & CREATIVITY
Explore the process of taking photographs. Whatever camera you have, your approach to a subject will decide how good the images will be. Demystify the process of composing and learn practical ideas to inspire creativity. Gain a ‘visual toolkit’ to stimulate your imagination and make images stronger. From smartphones, DSLR’s and anything in between.
Graham Taylor MED BA DipT
97522A Mon., 5.45pm 16 September, 2 wks x 3 hrs
FEE: $66, disc. $60, conc. $58  WEACENTRE

TRAVEL PHOTOGRAPHY WORKSHOP
Discover issues, techniques and tips-landscapes, composition, candids, portraits groups, close-ups, flash, night photography, film and equipment. Some knowledge of photography is an advantage, BYO camera.
Graham Taylor MED BA DipT
97527A Tue., 5.45pm 8 + 22 October, 2 sess x 3.25 hrs + 2 F/T x 3.5 hrs 13/10 + 15/10
FEE: $115, disc. $105, conc. $104  WEACENTRE

NATURE PHOTOGRAPHY
Take photos of animals and birds in natural surroundings. Bring your SLR and learn about lighting, lenses, composition, and how to avoid putting nature’s creatures under stress. $22 Entrance to Cleland Wildlife Park payable on the day.
Tim Newbery AFIAP
97528 Sat., 9am 19 October, 19/10 1 day x 8 hrs inc FT + 2/11 1 sess x 2 hrs
FEE: $96, disc. $87, conc. $85  NORWOOD-MORIALTA HIGH SCHOOL

MUSIC & PERFORMING ARTS

FACE PAINTING
Through hands-on experience, broaden your understanding of face painting and improve your creative skills. Your new skills will make you sought after for children’s and adult parties, charity functions and photographic work. Materials cost approx. $95. [insta:BrW5FwoFHw3]
Lorna Nickels
95509C Wed., 6.30pm 2 October, 2 wks x 3 hrs
95509D Wed., 6.30pm 4 December, 2 wks x 3 hrs
FEE: $66, disc. $60, conc. $58  WEACENTRE

BALLOON ANIMALS
Everyone loves balloon animals! Great for parties, decorations and special events. Learn to make animals, hats, flowers and more. Kit to be purchased prior to course for approx $37.
Nadja Galutva
95519A Sat., 9am 19 October, 1 sess x 3.5 hrs
FEE: $56, No disc. or conc.  WEACENTRE

START PLAYING KEYBOARD
For beginners. Instruction is clear and allows you to progress at your own pace. BYO keyboard plus text approximately $25.
Peter Morey CertComMus(Perf)
96513 Wed., 10am 23 October, 6 wks x 1.5 hrs
FEE: $52, disc. $89,  WEACENTRE

PIANO FOR COMPLETE BEGINNERS
Learn to play the piano and sight read music. Access to a piano or keyboard between lessons is essential. Only one piano in class.
Book $35 from tutor.
Emilio Pieroni
96504D Wed., 8pm 16 October, 8 wks x 1.5 hrs
FEE: $105, disc. $100,  WEACENTRE

BASIC GUITAR
For absolute beginners. Use a steel or a nylon string acoustic guitar. Each week move step by step to learning chords, notation, tuning and a little theory. BYO guitar.
Colin Falconer
96505G Thu., 7pm 17 October, 6 wks x 2 hrs
FEE: $105, disc. $100,  ADELAIDE HIGH SCHOOL
Leigh Fopp
96505H Sun., 9am 27 October, 3 wks x 4 hrs
FEE: $105, disc. $100,  WEACENTRE

MORE GUITAR
For those who have completed Basic Guitar. An introduction to barre chords, well-used chords and strum patterns will be taught. Examples of these in well-known songs will be given. Not for beginners and the ability to play simple open chords or similar is assumed. BYO acoustic guitar.
Leigh Fopp
96535A Sun., 9am 17 November, 3 wks x 3 hrs
FEE: $93, disc. $88,  WEACENTRE

FOLK AND BLUES GUITAR
Do you have an acoustic guitar and know 3 or 4 chords? Do you love Blues/Folk and want to take it further? Learn the secrets of the Pros. No music reading needed.
John Hastwell
96558 Thu., 8pm 17 October, 6 wks x 2 hrs
FEE: $105, disc. $100,  WEACENTRE

AUDIO PRODUCTION 101 (DAW’s)
An entry level look into digital audio technology focusing on digital audio workstations (DAW’s), interfaces, ProTools 12 production software and plugins.
Robby Delben
96525A Sun., 10am 13 October, 1 sess x 3 hrs
FEE: $77, No disc. or conc.  WEACENTRE

PUBLIC ADDRESS (PA) SYSTEMS 101
Play in a band, work in theatre or do you just want to learn how a simple public address (PA) system all goes together? Learn how to set up and operate a simple PA system (looking at mic’s, small format mixing desks and speakers).
Robby Delben
96508A Sun., 10am 3 November, 1 sess x 3 hrs
FEE: $64, No disc. or conc.  WEACENTRE

HARP FOR BEGINNERS
Tutor will supply lap harps. Always wanted to play the harp, this course is an entry level session to learn basic harp skills, with interactive group playing. No prior music knowledge needed. The magic of the harp will be experienced through hands-on playing, harp history and story-telling. Short fingernails needed!
Rosemary Hallo PhD Musicology
96518Q Sat., 1pm 26 October, 1 sess x 3 hrs
96518R Sat., 1pm 16 November, 1 sess x 3 hrs
FEE: $54, No disc. or conc.  WEACENTRE

HARP - LEVEL 1
For those who have attended Harp for Beginners or have a good understanding of musical knowledge having played piano, or taken some harp lessons. Short fingernails needed. Kit harps can be hired from tutor at $35 for the course duration.
Rosemary Hallo PhD Musicology
96519D Mon., 6pm 30 Sept, 5 wks x 1.5 hrs (no sess 7/10)
FEE: $89, disc. $81,  WEACENTRE

HARP - LEVEL 2
For those who have attended Harp-Level 1 or have a good understanding of musical knowledge having played piano, or taken some harp lessons. Short fingernails needed. Harp hire is $50 for the duration of the course, or BYO.
Rosemary Hallo PhD Musicology
96520B Mon., 6pm 11 November, 5 wks x 1.5 hrs
FEE: $89, disc. $81,  WEACENTRE

HARP - LEVEL 3<br>**NEW**
For those who have attended Harp Level 2. Short fingernails needed. Harp hire is $50 for the duration of the course, or BYO.
Rosemary Hallo PhD Musicology
96529 Fri., 1pm 18 Oct, 5 wks x 1.5 hrs (no sess 1/11)
FEE: $89, disc. $81,  WEACENTRE

BASIC BLUES HARMONICA
No music reading skills required. Styles include blues, rock, traditional and country. Harmonicas (only played in the key of C) cost $60 and can be purchased from tutor at the first session.
John Hastwell
96521E Thu., 5.45pm 17 October, 6 wks x 2 hrs
FEE: $105, disc. $100,  WEACENTRE
SINGING FOR BEGINNERS

Through a clear understanding of the vocal mechanism, begin to experience the pleasure of singing.
Lyndon Piddington BMus(Hons) DipEd
96531F Tue., 6pm 15 October, 8 wks x 1.5 hrs
FEE: $103, disc. $93, conc. $91 WEA CENTRE

STARTING IN AN A CAPPELLA CHOIR

Singing in a choir is fun and rewarding. Learn the very basics of reading music, how to hold a part, develop listening skills and experience the pleasure of group music in a relaxed and encouraging atmosphere. Previous singing experience not required although having attended the beginners course would be an advantage.
Lyndon Piddington BMus(Hons) DipEd
96563A Tue., 10.30am 15 October, 8 wks x 1.5 hrs
FEE: $103, disc. $93, conc. $91 WEA CENTRE

VIOLIN CONTINUED

For those who have completed the beginners course or can competently play D Major scale, read the notes on A and D strings, play Twinkle Twinkle Little Star, and wish to advance your beginner skills, then this course is for you! BYO violin or hire plus text book required.
Verity Addams BMus., DipEd
96546 Wed., 6pm 16 October, 8 wks x 1.5 hrs
FEE: $105, disc. $100, WEACENTRE

UKULELE FOR BEGINNERS

Learn its history, tuning, chords and songs. Approximately $55 + tuner from most music stores. For absolute beginners. Please note that course notes and tuition are based on GCEA tuning. Baritone ukuleles should be strung to enable this tuning to be used.
Richard Gibson
96550H Thu., 2pm 31 October, 6 wks x 2 hrs
96550J Thu., 5.45pm 31 October, 6 wks x 2 hrs
FEE: $105, disc. $100, WEA CENTRE

TEXTILE CRAFT

BYO Sewing machine / overlocker (in good working order with manual and foot control) to all appropriate courses. Fee does NOT include cost of materials, which will depend on your choice of pattern or fabric or materials. Some specified classes have a “kit” which is to be purchased from the tutor on the day of the class.

GET TO KNOW YOUR SEWING MACHINE

Learn how to alter tensions, using different stitches and feet. Gain the confidence you need to make a garment. Estimated cost of materials approx. $20, subject to personal choice.
Pauline Walladge Cert. Fashion & Soft Furn
95301F Sat., 10am 2 November, 1 day x 6 hrs
FEE: $66, disc. $60, conc. $58 WEA CENTRE

SEWING FOR BEGINNERS

Learn all steps from cutting material to the finished garment. Save money by making clothes for yourself and your family. NOTE: You must know how to thread machine and bobbin or have done the Get to Know Your Sewing Machine Course. Estimated cost of materials is $40.
Pauline Walladge Cert. Fashion & Soft Furn
95302C Tue., 7pm 15 October, 5 wks x 2.5 hrs
FEE: $105, disc. $97, conc. $95 WEA CENTRE

OVERLOCKING FOR BEGINNERS

A one-day workshop for beginners only. Let our tutor show you how to get the very best out of your overlocker. Estimated cost of materials $20. BYO overlocker in good working order and all materials. Materials are not included in the course fee.
Pauline Walladge Cert. Fashion & Soft Furn
95304C Sat., 10am 16 November, 1 day x 6 hrs
FEE: $69, disc. $65, conc. $60 WEA CENTRE

PATTERN DRAFTING & DESIGN

Gain the skills to draft a basic top, skirt and pant pattern from scratch. Learn how to fit them all. We also cover a few adaptation techniques. Some sewing skills required and access to a sewing machine between sessions would be beneficial.
Pauline Walladge Cert. Fashion & Soft Furn
95305C Thu., 6.30pm 17 October, 4 wks x 3 hrs
FEE: $103, disc. $94, conc. $91 WEA CENTRE

RE-DESIGN, ALTERATIONS AND MENDING

Covers adjusting garment, hems, zips, patches and button holes, as well as adding or deleting decorations on garments.
Pauline Walladge Cert. Fashion & Soft Furn
95307A Mon., 6.30pm 14 October, 2 wks x 3 hrs
FEE: $66, disc. $60, conc. $58 WEA CENTRE

CROCHET FOR BEGINNERS WITH PAULINE

Learn how to read a pattern, cast on, count stitches, correct tension, increase and decrease. Learn the basic types of crochet stitches by making a stitch sampler and then starting a project of your own choice. Materials cost approx. $10.
Pauline Walladge Cert. Fashion & Soft Furn
95311D Mon., 6.30pm 4 November, 4 wks x 2 hrs
FEE: $86, disc. $78, conc. $76 WEA CENTRE

COUTURE EMBROIDERY - TAMBOUR

Ever looked at the beautiful beaded gowns on the catwalks and wondered how they were created? Learn the secrets of the couture houses of Paris and London in this introductory workshop. Tambour beading is a professional hand bead embroidery technique performed with a fine hook. The Tambour hook is used to embroider chain stitches and attach beads and sequins onto fabric that is stretched as tight as a drum in a frame. A $100 kit to be purchased from the Tutor on the day. Other materials required cost approx $150 and must be purchased prior to the class.
Crystal Gaye Dip AT, Dip TPC
95348A Sat., 10am 14 September, 1 day x 6 hrs
FEE: $66, disc. $60, conc. $58 WEA CENTRE

DIOR INSPIRED FASHION FLOWERS

Inspired by the Flower room at the Dior exhibition in London. These fashion flowers are constructed with delicate fabric petals. Elegant and timeless true to the Dior style aesthetic. No experience necessary, suitable for all skill levels. A $50 kit of materials to be purchased from Tutor. Other materials required cost approx $20 and must be purchased prior to the class.
Crystal Gaye Dip AT, Dip TPC
95344 Sat., 10am 12 October, 1 day x 6 hrs
FEE: $66, disc. $60, conc. $58 WEA CENTRE

EMBROIDERED CHRISTMAS STAR DECORATION

This gorgeous star will add something special to your Christmas Decorating. Embroidered with a mix of traditional and contemporary Gold-work techniques in Rose Gold colour combined with Bead Embroidery. Star measures 15 cm x 10 cm. No previous experience necessary, home work will be required to finish. $100 kit to be purchased from the Tutor. Other materials cost approx $25 and must be purchased prior to class.
Crystal Gaye Dip AT, Dip TPC
95373 Sat., 10am 14 December, 1 day x 6 hrs
FEE: $66, disc. $60, conc. $58 WEA CENTRE

CRAFT

Fee does NOT include cost of materials unless specified.

FUN WITH FLORAL ART

Have fun with flowers! Create a new and exciting floral art arrangement each week. This practical step by step course will help you learn the tricks of the trade to impress your friends and guests. No prior experience necessary. Students provide their own materials each week. Materials cost will vary each week depending on flowers and materials chosen.
Laura Parsons
97401C Thu., 6pm 24 October, 5 wks x 2.5 hrs
FEE: $108, disc. $99, conc. $95 WEA CENTRE

Ask us about a WEA gift voucher
OLIVE OIL & GOATS MILK SOAP
Turn your soap mix into: herbal, cinnamon, oatmeal, bran, sorbolene soap and more. You will need to bring all ingredients to this course. Ingredients cost approx $20
Erika Von Elm
97495B Sat., 9.30am 2 November, 1 sess x 4 hrs
FEE: $54, No disc. or conc. WEA CENTRE

PRACTICAL ART
WATERCOLOUR BATIK ON PAPER
Watercolour Batik is an amazing form of art that combines masking fluid medium and watercolours on hot-pressed paper. You can easily imitate a batik style painting on paper, using versatile watercolour paint and other eye-catching texture techniques that will be demonstrated in the class. Introduce yourself to a lovely watercolour batik technique and learn how many layers can be built up creating depth and a richness of overlapping batik styles on paper. Materials cost approximately $70.
Victoria Lowery MA Art & Design
97301B Sun., 10am 20 October, 1 day x 6 hrs
FEE: $69, disc. $63, conc. $61 WEA CENTRE

We are also currently looking for new, exciting ideas to expand the course range that we offer. We are also currently looking for tutors to teach

Natures world
Home & Garden
Boxing
Golf
Languages including Thai & Portuguese

Call us today or visit our website.
MORE WATERCOLOUR

Master the basics of drawing, colour, composition as well as special painting techniques in watercolour. Extend your knowledge on the history of watercolour, materials and tips and tricks for painting landscape. This course will introduce you to the secrets of painting with watercolour, the artists that use it and their artwork. Materials cost approximately $70.

Victoria Lowery MA Art & Design

97312 Mon., 6pm 14 October, 5 wks x 3 hrs
FEE: $122, disc. $110, conc. $107 WEA CENTRE

MINIATURE WATERCOLOUR PAINTING

Miniature Watercolour Painting course offers a fun and practical approach to a timeless medium with instructions on how to paint simple, beautiful and exciting small size pictures using watercolour and colour pencils. This course is all about a playful and fun approach to watercolour painting and perfect for those of you who are complete beginners or intermediate level students. Create sophisticated artwork pieces that can stand-alone or be incorporated into stationery, post card design and more. Experience the escape of Miniature Watercolour Painting and learn how to work in the details to produce outstanding effect. Approximate material cost $50.

Victoria Lowery MA Art & Design

97318 Sun., 10am 27 October, 1 sess x 6 hrs
FEE: $69, disc. $63, conc. $61 WEA CENTRE

FIGURE SCULPTURE

Learn the essentials of figure sculpture in clay. The course introduces basic anatomy and the body’s proportions; overcoming students’ technical frustrations with the hands and feet; understanding the head in relation to the body. Learn the historical perspective and conceptual framework of figure sculpture. Fee includes clay.

Christopher Calver

97323B Tue., 6pm 1 October, 5 wks x 3 hrs
FEE: $129, disc. $117, conc. $114 WEA CENTRE

LANDSCAPE PAINTING

With practical advice from your tutor learn how to bring depth, texture, colour and character to your work to capture a stunning landscape of a place that is special to you. You will learn the basic skills required through a step-by-step process, to produce a finished piece of art suitable for your home or office. Stimulate your creativity and explore the varied possibilities of painting landscape styles inspired by past and contemporary artistic movements. Suitable for beginners and those more advanced. Materials cost approximately $60.

Victoria Lowery MA Art & Design

97377 Sun., 10am 13 October, 1 day x 6 hrs
FEE: $66, disc. $60, conc. $58 WEA CENTRE

BOTANICAL DRAWING

Designed to introduce students to the finer details of Botanical Art. Learn to depict the plant world using lead pencil to create form, tonal value and the intricate details of plant forms. The class covers basic plant anatomy, composition and page layout, line drawing and perspective and the various ways to create tone to give form and dimension to your plant study. Materials cost approximately $60.

Catherine Veide CertVis&Applied Art

97350B Thu., 6pm 19 September, 5 wks x 3 hrs
FEE: $122, disc. $110, conc. $107 WEA CENTRE

ILLUSTRATING CHILDREN’S PICTURE BOOKS

Learn about different styles, develop ideas and discover the process of publication while you draw and create your own visual fantasy for your own story or existing tale. Material approx $30.

Sally Heinrich B. Design (Illustration)

97354A Tue., 6pm 1 October, 3 wks x 3 hrs
FEE: $89, disc. $81, conc. $78 WEA CENTRE

ART SAMPLER

Don’t know which art material best suits your creativity? Be guided through numerous drawing and painting media including charcoal, pastels, watercolour, acrylic paints and many more. Gain the basic skills, techniques and practical knowledge to get you started. For absolute beginners. A kit containing ALL the materials needed for the course is included in the fee. Value of kit $135.

Drew Harrison BDes(ILLust Des)Hons

97370D Wed., 6pm 30 October, 6 wks x 2.5 hrs
FEE: $270, disc. $260, conc. $257 WEA CENTRE

INTRODUCTION TO DRAWING

An introduction and exploration of techniques essential for drawing with confidence. Be introduced to fundamentals such as mark making, idea creation, understanding tone, 3D forms, layout, design and composition. The $55 kit is included in the fee.

Drew Harrison BDes(ILLust Des)Hons

97373D Sat., 10am 12 October, 4 wks x 2.5 hrs
FEE: $148, disc. $139, conc. $137 WEA CENTRE

MODERN CALLIGRAPY

This one day course offers the opportunity to learn the basics of the ‘new’ free-style known as Modern Calligraphy which is hugely popular for weddings, parties, logos and cards. Use black, white and gold inks in the special pointed nib pen to write on white paper and black card. A kit containing the special pointed nib and pen holder, gold metallic paint and a special brush and also some beautifully rich, black Sumi ink will be provided by the tutor on the day for an equipment fee of $35. Other requirements will cost approximately $10.

Anne Taylor

97379C Sat., 10am 23 Nov, 1 day x 6 hrs (+ 1/2hr lunch break)
FEE: $79, disc. $72, conc. $70 WEA CENTRE
FAMILY & YOU

BEHIND CLOSED DOORS

Ever wondered what goes on behind closed doors when someone dies? The WEA in conjunction with the Australasian Funeral Industry Training Services are presenting this unique public information seminar. This seminar will be conducted with the generosity of both IVAN BUTLER FUNERALS and the ADELAIDE CEMETERIES AUTHORITY. The After-Death Care industry encompasses a broad range of services. Together we will follow the journey of a newly deceased person. You will meet, talk to and hear from people who work in all aspects of the after-death care industry. Each will present a synopsis of the work they do. They include a funeral director, a funeral director’s assistant, an embalmer and a mortuary technician, a grave digger and a crematorium operator. We will review the different methods of preparation of the deceased, as well as burial, cremation and disposal of cremains. This education seminar will be held in two separate locations, a funeral home in the morning and a cemetery, mausoleum, crematorium in the afternoon. You will have a guided tour of all of them. A light lunch will be provided. Participants are responsible for their own travel arrangements between the two venues.

Mark Simpson BMedSc BEd

94606A Sun., 9am 13 October, 9am - 4pm
FEE: $49, No disc. or conc.

WHAT IS AN END OF LIFE DOULA?

Our families and friends have cared for our dying for generations. A new emerging profession known as an End of Life Doula can offer education and assistance on a topic we sometimes prefer not to discuss. Join Jo Fuller, an End of Life Doula, to explore what a Doula is and how they can be of service to you, your family and friends. This course is suitable for people who are interested in end of life decisions and care. Also suitable for those who may wish to become an End of Life Doula.

Joanne Fuller

94616A Wed., 6pm 23 October, 1 sess x 3 hrs
FEE: $49, No disc. or conc. WEA CENTRE

SEPARATION : PRACTICAL CONSIDERATIONS FOR WOMEN

Approaching separation or divorce? This course for women covers issues including: financial matters, children, property, superannuation, social security, wills and other practical matters. Our tutors are a lawyer practising in Family Law and a Financial Planner.

Megan Dansie BA, LLB, Grad.Dip Legal Pr
Renay Richardson AdDipFinPlan

97707A Wed., 6pm 18 September, 1 sess x 3 hrs
FEE: $49, No disc. or conc. WEA CENTRE

HAIR SECRETS

Find out what the best secret hair tips from a stylist are, and how they apply to your hair! Learn everything from what the ‘cool shot’ button on a hair dryer is for, to how to achieve a great hair style in the quickest time possible.

Karina Chapman

97806 Thu., 6pm 14 November, 1 sess x 3.5 hrs
FEE: $52, No disc. or conc. WEA CENTRE

BRAIDS AND TWISTS

Do your braids fall apart, or do hair twists have you tied in knots? Learn how to braid and twist hair in different ways to create the styles you want! This practical workshop will give you the skills and tips you need to create the perfect braid or twist.

Karina Chapman

97809 Tue., 6pm 17 September, 2 wks x 3 hrs
FEE: $52, No disc. or conc.

CONFIDENCE WITH CLOTHING FOR WOMEN

Enhance your individuality by discovering a workable wardrobe that suits your personality, lifestyle and figure shape. Explore concepts of style, line and design and the use of fabrics, colour and accessories to create your best look.

Marilyn Little Dip. Beauty Therapy, Personal Stylist

97820A Sun., 10am 20 October, 1 sess x 3 hrs
FEE: $66, No disc. or conc. WEA CENTRE

HOw TO PACK FOR A HOLIDAY

Wardrobe planning and travel tips. How to achieve maximum benefit from minimum pieces. Travel for a month in Europe from a cabin size bag.

Marilyn Little Dip. Beauty Therapy, Personal Stylist

97821C Sun., 12.30pm 17 November, 1 sess x 3 hrs
FEE: $55, No disc. or conc. WEA CENTRE

MAKEUP ESSENTIALS

Become your own skincare expert and makeup artist. Learn the basics to achieving a flawless makeup look suitable for everyday that can transition into a perfect makeup look for evening. Discover skincare that is essential to every makeup look and cover all things makeup, with step by step, easy to follow application techniques. Bring your existing makeup bag and we will customise your kit so you have the right products to help you look and feel fabulous!

Stacey Caruso

97830B Sat., 9.30am 26 October, 1 day x 6 hrs
FEE: $66, disc. $60, conc. $58 WEA CENTRE

DATING & COMMUNICATING AFTER 50 FOR MEN

For men who are ready to dip back into the dating pool, learn how to attract women, confidently approach and make meaningful connections with them. Topics include: Staying true to yourself and your values, the Dos and Don’ts of Internet Dating, learning what women want, developing easy conversations and building rapport.

Suzanne Matthew M.Ed. Counselling; Cert MBTI

94614A Sat., 9.30am 9 November, 1 sess x 3.5 hrs
FEE: $52, No disc. or conc. WEA CENTRE

DATING & COMMUNICATING AFTER 50 FOR WOMEN

This course is for women who are ready to date again, and for those who would like more success in their love lives. Some of the topics covered are: how to be the most attractive version of yourself, how to create good vibes around men, what men really want in a woman, the Dos and Don’ts of internet dating, the art of easy conversation, building rapport and lots more!

Suzanne Matthew M.Ed. Counselling; Cert MBTI

94617 Sat., 9.30am 2 November, 1 sess x 3.5 hrs
FEE: $52, No disc. or conc. WEA CENTRE

PUBLIC SPEAKING IN A DAY

A comprehensive one day introduction to the art of speaking clearly without nerves. Preparation, organisation and presentation skills to give you confidence in any speaking situation. Statement of Attendance issued.

Andris Bilokens

94629B Sun., 9am 15 September, 1 day x 6 hrs
FEE: $76, disc. $70, conc. $68 WEA CENTRE
INSOMNIA: HOW TO GET A GOOD NIGHTS SLEEP
Are you tired of not sleeping, medications and supplements no longer working, confused about what to do? Learn how to improve your sleep with techniques and information that will deliver you restful and blissful sleep.
96643A Tue., 6.30pm 22 October, 1 sess x 3 hrs
FEE: $49, No disc. or conc.  WEA CENTRE

WEIGHT LOSS FOR LIFE
Learn how to reset a healthy weight set point minimising rebound weight gain and avoid yo-yo dieting. A 60 page colour program manual with emphasis on nutrition, recipes giving you the tools for long term results and delicious whole foods prepared for you to sample cost $30, payable to the tutor on the day.
96647B Sat., 10am 26 October, 1 day x 5 hrs
FEE: $62, No disc. or conc.  WEA CENTRE

THE YOGA OF FOOD AND HERBS
The wellness foods and herbs of ayurveda are renowned for its exceptional qualities. Most of these are widely available. The yoga of which selectively enables in combating disease, hormone balance detoxification, boosting energy levels and antiaging. Learn the secrets from experienced toxicologist naturopath.
Manuel Vivera MSc, M.App.Sc(Tox), M.Cl.Sc(Ay)
96675 Sat., 9.30am 12 October, 1 sess x 3 hrs
FEE: $49, No disc. or conc.  WEA CENTRE

MAKE YOUR OWN AROMATHERAPY PRODUCTS
Learn the physical, emotional, mental and spiritual properties of 10 essential oils so you gain the confidence to use them safely for yourself and your family to support health and wellbeing. Aromatherapy is also more than essential oils - learn about carrier oils, herb-infused oils, hydrosols and other botanicals, and bring them together with essential oils to make your own aromatherapy products: aromatherapy body/room spray, facial mist, massage oil and a herbal salve. This information-filled and hands-on workshop is led by a qualified clinical aromatherapist to Australian VET standards. Fee includes all materials.
Raelene Ng Binnion MSSc
96206B Sun., 10am 13 October, 1 sess x 4.5 hrs
FEE: $119, No disc. or conc.  WEA CENTRE

MINDFULNESS FOR BEGINNERS
Enjoy building your wellbeing 'tool box' by learning some practical ways you can choose to stay focused on the here and now. A day for beginners to start their journey towards reducing their negative reactions and respond with awareness, acceptance and self-compassion.
Suzie Jokic MED,GradDip.Counselling,BSSc
96211D Sun., 10am 24 November, 1 day x 6 hrs
FEE: $56, disc. $60, conc. $58  WEA CENTRE

CLEAR THE HEAD TRASH
Talking to yourself about the same old garbage and generating worry, anxiety and panic? Want it to stop? Attend this one day workshop and get your thinking out of the loop. You will learn Kinesiology and NLP techniques to create the shift!
Wendy Wicks BScocSc.
96208B Sun., 9am 13 October, 1 day x 6 hrs
FEE: $66, disc. $60, conc. $58  WEA CENTRE

NATURAL SHAMPOO & CONDITIONER BARS «NEW»
Learn how to correctly formulate natural shampoo and conditioner bars that work to cleanse and nourish different types of hair. Make your own shampoo and conditioner bars suitable for most hair types so you can save money and stop using plastic bottles, so we can help the environment. We will also cover how to use and care for the bars so they last and you will take home one of each. You will need to bring with you: digital kitchen scale, silicon muffin moulds and a heat safe glass jug.
Raelene Ng Binnion MSSc
96223 Sat., 1.30pm 16 November, 1 sess x 2 hrs
FEE: $55, No disc. or conc.  WEA CENTRE

MOVE BETTER WITH FELDENKRAIS
Move comfortably in your skin, bring your bones to life, give your muscles a holiday and rewire your brain with movement! This is a mat based session.
96207B Sun., 2pm 27 October, 1 sess x 3 hrs
FEE: $49, No disc. or conc.  WEA CENTRE

ENHANCE YOUR HEALTH WITH JIN SHIN JYUTSU
Come and expand your healing box with a selection of simple Jin Shin Jyutsu* self-help hand holds that are easy to befriend without taking extra time out of your day. *JSJ is an ancient Japanese art of harmonising life energy by placing of hands over the appropriate points called Safety Energy Locks or otherwise specified areas on the body.
96209A Tue., 5.45pm 29 October, 2 wks x 2 hrs
FEE: $54, No disc. or conc.  WEA CENTRE

EMOTIONAL HEALTH & WELLNESS
BEING THE OBSERVER OF SELF Become calmer and happier within yourself by understanding how to best deal with stress, fears and anxiety. Understand how to calmly deal with arguments and confrontation and learn how to discover the root cause of your problems. Get the most out of yourself and bring more energy into your life!
Alice Bacon Accredited Facilitator
96213B Sat., 10am 26 October, 1 day x 6.5 hrs
FEE: $69, disc. $63, conc. $60  WEA CENTRE

INDIAN HEAD MASSAGE
This fulfilling and comprehensive technique is stress-relieving and leaves the body in a state of deep rest and calm. Helpful for migraines, insomnia, depression and stress. (Students must be 18+)
Lynda Summerton-Black DipRemMassage, DipAromatherapy
96216C Mon., 6.30pm 4 November, 2 wks x 3 hrs
FEE: $66, disc. $60, conc. $58  WEA CENTRE

HAND REFLEXOLOGY
Feeling a little low, not quite with it? Use the reflexes in your hands as a quick way to revitalise and improve your energy flow as well as reduce tension. Learn these excellent techniques for self-help. (Students must be 18+)
Reeva Brice DipRM DipFT
96217A Sun., 9.30am 20 October, 1 sess x 4 hrs
FEE: $54, No disc. or conc.  WEA CENTRE

FOOT REFLEXOLOGY
An introductory course in which you will learn a simple foot massage plus gentle techniques to apply to the reflexes on the feet that correspond to the organs, endocrine glands and skeletal parts of the body. Activating these reflexes releases tension, increases circulation, improves one’s wellbeing and induces sleep relaxation. Involves both theory and practical. (Students must be 18+)
Reeva Brice DipRM DipFT
96228B Sun., 9.30am 10 November, 1 day x 5.5 hrs
FEE: $63, No disc. or conc.  WEA CENTRE
BUTEYKO BREATHING METHOD: INTRODUCTION
Developed by Dr Buteyko, successfully used and scientifically validated for the treatment of asthma, sinusitis, hayfever and other breathing-related disorders.

Nicholle Sloman MA, BA
9627A Wed., 6.30pm 13 November, 1 sess x 3 hrs
FEE: $49, No disc. or conc.  WEA CENTRE

ALEXANDER TECHNIQUE
Learn how this unique process can change habit patterns and reactions that diminish your freedom in movement, poise and the quality of your performance in specialised and daily activities.
Chris Raff BA DipEd
96229B Sun., 9am 27 October, 1 sess x 4 hrs
FEE: $54, No disc. or conc.  WEA CENTRE

SELF-HYPNOSIS & ESCAPE FROM ANXIETY
Learn how to use self-hypnosis and trance states as a completely natural and practical self-help tool. Discover the enormous potential for personal growth, changing habits and self-healing that self-hypnosis can provide. Both interactive and practical.
96236C Sat., 1pm 26 October, 2 wks x 3.5 hrs
FEE: $79, disc. $72, conc. $70  WEA CENTRE

EFT® AND YOUR IDEAL BODY
Is it time for a revamp? A body image makeover? A major confidence boost? Attending the updated EFT® (the tapping technique) and Your Ideal Body® class will put tools at your fingertips to achieve this and more. Come along and see how easy it is to sculpt a shape that’s right for you.
96228A Thu., 6pm 31 October, 1 sess x 3 hrs
FEE: $49, No disc. or conc.  WEA CENTRE

INTRODUCTION TO MEDITATION
There is now a large body of research-based evidence to show that this ancient practice is highly beneficial for our physical, mental, emotional and spiritual wellbeing. This practically orientated course touches upon techniques from Yoga, Tai Chi, Buddhism, Christianity, Transcendental, and the secular. Discover your own way of improving your quality of life. For beginners and anyone still exploring their own practice.
Nicholas Carroll M SocSci(Counselling)
96202D Sun., 9.30am 20 October, 1 day x 6 hrs
FEE: $56, disc. $50, conc. $58  WEA CENTRE

PRACTICAL MEDITATION  <NEW>
This practical course follows on from Introduction to Meditation but is suitable for anyone. It will focus on core principles and how they can be applied in different ways; it will emphasise mind/body integration and will encourage participants to find their own optimum practice. Allow 3 x 15 minute breaks on top of the 4 hours tuition.
Nicholas Carroll M SocSci(Counselling)
96221 Sun., 9.30am 1 December, 1 sess x 4 hrs
FEE: $54, No disc. or conc.  WEA CENTRE

FITNESS & RECREATION
If you have any doubts about your health or physical ability, consult your doctor before enrolling in a fitness or dancing course. Showers are available at the WEA Centre

YOGA
Yoga teaches relaxation and correct breathing and improves suppleness and control of the mind and body. Yoga can improve your life whatever your age.
Paula Narvaez Giraldo
95402C Wed., 10am 16 October, 8 wks x 1.25 hrs
FEE: $93, disc. $84, conc. $82  WEA CENTRE

YOGA PLUS
A fusion of Yoga and Pilates. Use the control, postural alignment, core strength and co-ordination of pilates to support a basic yoga practice for balance of mind, body and spirit. Not suitable if you have unstable joints or herniated discs.
Letitia Anderson Fitness Leader RDA IYTA WLC
95413G Mon., 9.30am 14 October, 8 wks x 1.25 hrs
FEE: $93, disc. $84, conc. $82  WEA CENTRE

T’AI CHI
This ancient Chinese art combines meditation, physical culture and mind/body co-ordination in a gentle exercise.
George H. Lee
95403E Mon., 6pm 21 October, 8 wks x 1.5 hrs
FEE: $103, disc. $93, conc. $91  WEA CENTRE

PIILATES
Pilates creates long lean muscles and a strong core and it improves posture and flexibility. This non clinical Pilates class is suitable for beginners. Not for anyone with disc issues or pregnant.
Letitia Anderson Fitness Leader RDA IYTA WLC
95410K Tue., 12pm 15 October, 8 wks x 1 hr
95410L Fri., 12pm 18 October, 8 wks x 1 hr
95410M Sat., 12.15pm 19 October, 8 wks x 1 hr
FEE: $84, disc. $76, conc. $74  WEA CENTRE

MATURE FLEXIBILITY
Stretch: Strengthen: Mobilize. Muscles tighten as we age inhibiting range of motion and posture. This gentle mat class addresses your body’s changing needs. Be inspired to be the best you can be! Incorporates the principles of yoga, Pilates and relaxation.
Letitia Anderson Fitness Leader RDA IYTA WLC
95412D Tue., 9.30am 15 October, 8wks x 1 hr
FEE: $84, disc. $76, conc. $74  WEA CENTRE

STRETCH BAND PILATES
Stand taller, look slimmer! Add a stretch band to your basic non clinical pilates class (including some standing), for increased strength, flexibility and balance. Fee includes resistance band.

Letitia Anderson Fitness Leader RDA IYTA WLC
954140 Sat., 1.30pm 19 October, 8 wks x 1.25 hrs
FEE: $101, disc. $92, conc. $90  WEA CENTRE

TRI FITNESS - BEGINNERS
All the elements of fitness in one fun class. Low impact cardio/walking, yoga for strength/ flexibility and pilates core! Time efficient fast results.
Letitia Anderson Fitness Leader RDA IYTA WLC
95434D Mon., 12pm 14 October, 8 wks x 1 hr
FEE: $84, disc. $76, conc. $74  WEA CENTRE

TRI FITNESS - WITH STRETCH BAND
All the elements of fitness in one fun class. Low impact cardio/walking, yoga for strength/ flexibility, Pilates core with added resistance of the stretch band. Fee includes resistance band. Not suitable for shoulder injuries.
Letitia Anderson Fitness Leader RDA IYTA WLC
95435B Fri., 9.30am 18 October, 8 wks x 1.25 hrs
FEE: $101, disc. $92, conc. $90  WEA CENTRE

ZUMBA
Ditch the workout and join the party! The Zumba program fuses hypnotic Latin rhythms and easy-to-follow moves to create a one of a kind fitness program that will blow you away! Achieve long term benefits while experiencing an absolute blast in one exciting hour of calorie burning, body energizing and awe-inspiring movements.
Joanna Grech Cert B2 Zumba
95441C Wed., 6.15pm 16 October, 8 wks x 1 hr
FEE: $84, disc. $76, conc. $74  STURT ST COMMUNITY SCHOOL

BRAZILIAN BOOTY CAMP
Dreamt of having a well sculpted, toned and desirable rear end but lack the motivation or confidence to go to the gym? Well you're looking in the right place! Reshman, South Adelaide's elite male Brazilian Samba dancer is offering a program designed for all ages with varying fitness levels. Working through strength exercises as well as cardio to firm and lift the booty, core and legs, you will have so much fun that you will forget you're actually working out!
Reshman Rasomamy
95442C Tue., 7.30pm 15 October, 8 wks x 1 hr
FEE: $84, disc. $76, conc. $74  WEA CENTRE

ARCHERY
Target archery combines a long tradition with the most up to date technology. It blends physical exercise and mental concentration at widely varying levels of competition to suit all abilities. This course provides a basic hands-on introduction. All equipment is supplied. Held at North Adelaide.
Adelaide Archery Club
95441B Sun., 9.30am 3 November, 3 wks x 2 hrs
FEE: $129, No disc. or conc.  ADELAIDE ARCHERY CLUB
WATER AEROBICS
Get fit and have fun!!! A water workout is just what you need, burn fat and calories. Our warm aquatic environment is gentle on the joints, the water gives a constant massage to the body. Water exercise is great for all ages and levels of fitness and assists those with existing injuries or arthritis. Held at Gilles Plains
Bruce Schultz
95409 Fri. 8.15pm 18 October, 8 wks x 45 mins
FEE: $109, No disc. or conc. ROYAL SOCIETY FOR THE BLIND.

LAWN BOWLING
This course is for those who are thinking of switching from more energetic sports to lawn bowls, and those who have been bowling a bit, but would like to improve. A text book is included, and bowls provided for practice. [insta:BrW6ZuIwGy]
Kensington Marraytville Bowling Club
95457A Sun., 10am 27 October, 3 wks x 2 hrs
FEE: $56, disc. $50, conc. $58 KENSINGTON MARRYATVILLE BOWLING CLUB

DANCING
If you have any doubts about your health or physical ability, consult your doctor before enrolling in a Dancing course. Showers are available at the WEA Centre

BURLESQUE - THE ART OF SEDUCTION
Enjoy a fantastic, fun and feminine burlesque workout with professionally trained dancer and award winning performer Flavella L'Amour. You will be guided on a journey through slow sensual tease to fast paced shimmy shaking, learning classic and contemporary burlesque moves. Vintage burlesque choreography as well as the art of seduction through characterization as well as peeling and revealing.
Lorna Beaumont Cert VI Dance
95604A Mon., 7.45pm 21 October, 3 wks x 2 hrs
FEE: $66, disc. $60, conc. $58 WEA CENTRE

BELLY DANCING: BEGINNERS 1
Swaying hips, snaky arms and shimmies! Get your body moving and dance. Improve your core strength, flexibility and co-ordination and have fun at the same time. Move your body in wonderful new ways and enjoy some “me” time. There is no better exercise for brain and body than dance. Suitable for all ages and fitness levels.
Regan Gardner
956298 Wed., 6.15pm 23 October, 8 wks x 1.5 hrs
FEE: $103, disc. $93, conc. $91 WEA CENTRE

BALLROOM DANCING: BEGINNERS
In a friendly social environment learn Modern (Waltz, Foxtrot), Latin (Samba, Cha-Cha) and Old Time (King's Waltz, Barn Dance, Military Two-step).
Narelle Smith
95601CTue., 8.15pm 22 October, 8 wks x 2 hrs
FEE: $129, disc. $118, conc. $115 DANCE IN TIME

ROCK ‘N’ ROLL
In response to continued demand, we are pleased to offer one hour devoted to Rock ‘n’ Roll. Suitable for beginners or those with some experience.
Narelle Smith
95636CThu., 7pm 24 October, 8 wks x 1 hr
FEE: $84, disc. $76, conc. $74 DANCE IN TIME

LATIN AMERICAN AND TANGO
Learn Latin American, Cha-Cha, Mambo, Samba, Cuban, Rumba, Jive, Salsa and Tango.
Narelle Smith
95638CThu., 8.15pm 24 October, 8 wks x 1.5 hrs
FEE: $101, disc. $93, conc. $91 DANCE IN TIME

TAP DANCING: BEGINNERS
Learn a variety of styles from the Gene Kelly/ Fred Astaire era to modern jazz tap.
Valerie Rivers CSTD
95631D Sat., 10am 19 October, 8 wks x 1 hr
FEE: $84, disc. $76, conc. $74 WEA CENTRE

TAP DANCING: INTERMEDIATE
For those who have mastered basic tap.
Valerie Rivers CSTD
95632D Sat., 11am 19 October, 8 wks x 1 hr
FEE: $84, disc. $76, conc. $74 WEA CENTRE

HOME, GARDEN & NATURE

ANTICHES AND FINE ART
An introduction to understanding and identifying antiques and their stylistic development. The science behind why some antiques are very valuable, and discriminating between the good and the bad. Recognition of fakes and reproductions. Includes ceramics & glass, metalware, jewellery & silverware, collectables, furniture, fine art and Australian antiques, and an opportunity to have an item appraised.
John Fournakis
93209 Wed., 10am 16 October, 8 wks x 2 hrs
FEE: $131, disc. $118, conc. $115 WEA CENTRE

AQUAPONICS 101
Aquaponics is the combination of recirculation aquaculture and hydroponics. Grow plants and fish in one integrated system. Optional 3 hour field trip approximately $65, payable to tutor.
Andrew De Dezsery Grad Dip Sc MSc
93260A Sat., 1pm 9 November, 3 wks x 4 hrs
FEE: $103, disc. $93, conc. $91 WEA CENTRE

PRACTICAL HOME GARDENING
Focuses on design and layout, ecological principles and patterns in nature, water-wise gardens, soils, composting, plant selection, placement, natives, food gardens, pruning and garden irrigation.
Stephen Poole
93271A Sat+Sun., 9.30am 9 November, 2 days x 6 hrs
FEE: $103, disc. $93, conc. $91 WEA CENTRE

PERMACULTURE: A SUSTAINABLE LIFESTYLE
Permaculture is the conscious design of sustainable human landscapes and habitats that produce an abundance. Learn new, exciting and practical ways to live more self-reliantly. Includes field trip to Aldinga Eco Village on Sunday am.
Stephen Poole
93272 Sat+Sun., 9.30am 16 November, 1 day x 6 hrs + 3 hr field trip 17/11am
FEE: $92, disc. $86, conc. $81 WEA CENTRE

GENERAL PRUNING
Pruning can bring many benefits to your plants, improved flowering, more lush growth, more compact shape, increased longevity and better pest and disease resistance. Topics: pruning principles, tools and equipment, hedging, pruning styles. Does not include fruit trees and fruit plants.
Peter Wilson AdvCert Urban Hort;CSTEd
93204A Sat., 1.30pm 19 October, 1 sess x 3 hrs
FEE: $49, No disc. or conc. WEA CENTRE

GROWING AND MAINTAINING AN ESPALIER
Fruit trees and other plants grown as an espalier provide a decorative and space-saving alternative that is fun to try and very rewarding. This is a more advanced course for which an understanding of pruning principles is required, or having attended the General Pruning course.
Peter Wilson AdvCert Urban Hort;CSTEd
93297A Sat., 1.30pm 26 October, 1 sess x 3 hrs
FEE: $49, No disc. or conc. WEA CENTRE
TILING
Covers the skills and tools for DIY tiling. Fee includes materials.
Ali Sadagat
93202D Sun., 9am 1 December, 1 day x 8 hrs
FEE: $102, disc. $96, conc. $92 WEA CENTRE

FURNITURE UPHOLSTERY
Bring a portable piece of furniture (to be taken home after each session) and learn how to upholster your project. Materials and tools extra which you will need to purchase and can cost up to $120 depending upon your project.
Goran Jaksic
93240C Sat, 9.30am 19 October, 1 sess x 2 hrs+6 wks x 6 hrs (no sess 26/10)
FEE: $277, disc. $250, conc. $245 WEA CENTRE

WOODEN ANTIQUE FURNITURE RESTORATION
Learn the art of antique furniture restoration including repair, strip, glue, stain, polish, colour match and more. Bring a functional, ready to be polished, piece of portable furniture (to be taken home after each session) and enjoy this rewarding experience. Materials extra depending upon your project.
Goran Jaksic
93214C Sun., 10am 20 October, 5 wks x 5 hrs
FEE: $207, disc. $198, conc. $193 WEA CENTRE

NATURE’S WORLD
INTRODUCTION TO ANIMAL COMMUNICATION
Have you ever wondered what your animals are thinking and feeling? Discover how you can connect with them through telepathy, ask them questions and understand them on a deeper level.
 Dagmar Klingenboeck Cert. Teacher Animal Communication
96103B Sat., 10am 23 November, 1 sess x 3 hrs
FEE: $49, No disc. or conc. WEA CENTRE

GROOM AND TRIM YOUR DOG
Brush them, care for their coats, train them to be groomed without fuss. Equipment needed, clipping, trimming, scissoring and thinning. Also covers general health (ears, nails), common problems, dog psychology and more. Suits all breeds.
Frances Patterson
96112D Mon., 6pm 14 October, 6 wks x 1.5 hrs
FEE: $89, disc. $81, conc. $78 WEA CENTRE

DOGWISE
Learn more about dog behaviour and training. This course aims to provide general information and insight into how to prevent and solve behaviour problems. It covers canine communication, destructive and excitable behaviours and strategies to prevent or solve behaviours such as pulling washing off the line, barking, digging, jumping up, pulling the lead and more.
Petra Edwards PCT-A, BSc (Animal Behaviour)
96120A Thu., 8pm 17 October, 4 wks x 2 hrs
FEE: $84, disc. $76, conc. $74 WEA CENTRE

BEEKEEPING FOR BEGINNERS
Designed to assist those new to beekeeping in gaining a basic understanding of equipment requirements and hive management techniques.
Keith Clark
96130G Sat, 9am 12 October, 1 day x 6 hrs
96130H Sat, 9am 9 November, 1 day x 6 hrs
96130J Sat, 9am 7 December, 1 day x 6 hrs
FEE: $72, disc. $68, conc. $66 WEA CENTRE

INTRODUCTION TO BIRDS AND BIRDWATCHING
This course is facilitated by three qualified birdwatchers from Birds SA. Covers the art of birdwatching, different family groups and species of birds, their behaviour and how to make this fast growing and satisfying hobby a pleasure to pursue. Includes two field trips 10/11+24/11 9am-12 noon, students provide own transport.
The South Australian Ornithological Association
96137 Wed., 5.45pm 16 October, 6 wks x 2 hrs+2 field trips 10/11+24/11
FEE: $145, disc. $131, conc. $127 WEA CENTRE

METAPHYSICAL MATTERS
DISCOVERING PAST LIFE THERAPY
Ever wondered what shoes you were wearing in a past life? Stuck on an issue you can’t seem to shift? Come and try Past Life Therapy. Facilitator trained by Dr. Brian Weiss, MD.
Anne Marie McGlasson BA(Psych), BED, GDHC
96101B Sat, 9.30am 9 November, 1 day x 6 hours
FEE: $72, disc. $66, conc. $64 WEA CENTRE

HOW TO READ TAROT SPREADS
The tarot spread or layout forms the basis of a confident, fluent and meaningful reading which answers a person’s question with positive guidance, helpful insights and relevant information. Activities in this class are designed for those who know the meanings of all 78 tarot cards. This session covers exercises that build your reading skills with 3, 4 and 6 card spreads, to finish with a full 10 card Celtic Cross. Please bring your Rider-Waite Tarot Deck. Your tutor is an experienced cartmonger of 40 years.
Martha Adams M.Ed, Dip.Tarot Tarosophy UK
96028A Sun., 9.30am 20 October, 1 day x 6 hrs
FEE: $66, disc. $60, conc. $58 WEA CENTRE

SPIRIT GUIDES
Introduces the fundamental principles and practices of communicating with guides. Learn open, honest methods to channel intuition and inner sense and pave the way to unlock/ open communication with guides.
Maria Jones
96033A Sat+Sun., 11.15am 19 October, 2 days x 5.5 hrs
FEE: $98, disc. $91, conc. $89 WEA CENTRE

ARMCHAIR TRAVEL
EL CAMINO DE SANTIAGO
In 2018 around 5,220 Australians walked the Camino, a pilgrimage across France and Spain. The tutor, an experienced pilgrim, has walked numerous Caminos. The day begins by exploring the terrain, prominent pilgrim sites, villages and towns, and the history and folklore of the numerous paths comprising the Camino, particularly referencing the Camino Frances. After lunch the course covers the practical information that will assist you in preparing for the walk, focussing on resources, equipment, accommodation and more.
Janet Leitch OAM Dip.T, Dip. Hort, LTCC, DTM
97103A Sat., 10am 14 September, 1 day x 6 hrs
FEE: $66, disc. $60, conc. $58 WEA CENTRE

FREE! LET’S TALK TRAVEL
Meet some of WEA Travel’s most popular tour guides in a friendly, informal atmosphere and learn about some up and coming, exciting destinations. Limited spaces so RSVP is essential. See back page for WEA Tours NO WEB BOOKINGS.
NORMANDY, BRITTANY & THE CHANNEL ISLANDS
Dominique Lukehurst
97180I Sat, 10am 28 September
HONG KONG, TAIWAN & SOUTH KOREA
Alex Hill
97108I Sat, 11am 28 September

Walks, Tours, History & Culture
See the back page for exciting new tours
HERITAGE WALKS

SHOPS, COTTAGES & PLACES OF PRAYER

The south-west corner of Adelaide was a predominantly working class area with many small industries providing work. Unlike other predominantly residential areas of 19th century Adelaide there are no grand homes and the workers’ cottages have largely survived due to the level of industry that kept the developers at bay in the latter 20th century. This walk will reveal parts of Adelaide unknown to all but the locals. Graham Jaunay will reveal a number of other surprises during the course of this walk that will conclude near the starting point.

Graham Jaunay BA DipT MACE AAGRA FSAGHS
97212 Sun., 2pm 22 September, 1 sess x 2 hrs
FEE: $35, No disc. or conc.

NTH ADELAIDE: THE CATHEDRAL PRECINCT

Find out all about the area’s very earliest history and its buildings with Graham Jaunay. Discover why many properties are of significance to the nation and learn some hidden secrets about the people and their contribution to SA.

Graham Jaunay BA DipT MACE AAGRA FSAGHS
97204 Sun., 2pm 29 September, 1 sess x 2 hrs
FEE: $35, No disc. or conc.

ADELAIDE WALK: CLERICS, CLERKS & COURTS

Clerks, clerks and courts is a heritage walk with Graham Jaunay from Victoria Square along Flinders, Wakefield and Angas Streets, an area of the city with numerous churches, colonial government offices, courts and schools. It is a part of the city with numerous heritage buildings. During the walk a number of anecdotes of events associated with the buildings viewed will be related. Each walker will receive a souvenir brochure detailing the walk stations. The walk takes two hours and finishes across the road from the starting point.

Graham Jaunay BA DipT MACE AAGRA FSAGHS
97206 Sun., 2pm 3 November, 1 sess x 2 hrs
FEE: $35, No disc. or conc.

HINDMARSH - A TOWN ON THE TORRENS

Find out all about the areas very earliest history and its buildings with Graham Jaunay when we uncover the rich colonial history of the town. Governor Hindmarsh developed the first private town in the colony after it was laid out in May 1838 on land he obtained on the third draw of the ballot conducted on 23 March 1837 using Land Order #1 purchased in London on 26 Nov 1835 for £81. The section consisting of 134 acres was bounded by Port Road, South Road (then John Street) and the Torrens River. Each walker will receive a souvenir brochure detailing the walk stations. Uneven footpaths throughout walk making it difficult for mobility impaired.

Graham Jaunay BA DipT MACE AAGRA FSAGHS
97217 Sun., 2pm 24 November, 1 sess x 2 hrs
FEE: $35, No disc. or conc.

GLENELG: SETTLEMENT TO RESORT

Find out all about the area’s very earliest history and its buildings with long time local resident, Graham Jaunay. This walk will embrace the heritage features centred on the Glenelg foreshore precinct. Find out about the history of lost railway systems that radiated out of Glenelg.

Graham Jaunay BA DipT MACE AAGRA FSAGHS
97203 Sun., 2pm 10 November, 1 sess x 2 hrs
FEE: $35, No disc. or conc.

PORT ADELAIDE: GOVERNMENT PRECINCT

Explore Port Adelaide’s impressive Government reserve and surrounding buildings. The New Port was founded in 1840, and in the same year the first structures were erected on this site accessed through mangroves via a causeway. Find out about the network of railways that serviced the port.

Graham Jaunay BA DipT MACE AAGRA FSAGHS
97211 Sun., 2pm 1 December, 1 sess x 2 hrs
FEE: $35, No disc. or conc.

ABORIGINAL ART TOUR

Visit Aboriginal rock art and camp sites on private land in the Adelaide Hills. Terrain is rocky and the day involves a reasonable amount of walking. Bring picnic lunch, weather protection and well worn-in walking shoes. Provide your own transport. Meet at the WEA Centre for instructions. Course will be re-scheduled if the advertised maximum for Adelaide is 36 degrees Centigrade or higher.

Robin Coles BSc MagSc
972808 Sun., 9am 13 October, 1 day x 7 hrs
FEE: $83, disc. $75, conc. $73

DISCOVER WEST TERRACE CEMETARY

Take a walk through our oldest working mainland cemetery. An introduction into history and symbolism. Discover the diverse religious beliefs and customs, history and life stories of many of our earliest settlers. All interwoven into one resting place. A certain level of fitness required for this 3hr. walk. Not for anyone who is mobility impaired. Please note that this tour is run independently and the WEA is not affiliated with Adelaide Cemeteries Authority or West Terrace Cemetery.

Susie Coumbe
97209C Sun., 9am 22 September, 1 sess x 3 hrs
97209D Sun., 9am 17 November, 1 sess x 3 hrs
FEE: $49, No disc. or conc.

AFGHAN HERBALISTS & CAMELEERS OF SW ADELAIDE

This course commences at the South-West Community Centre with photos, talk and maps displayed, followed by a comfortable walk past quaint streets and cottages identifying significant Afghan residences, heritage sites, including Mahomet Allum’s ex herbalist shop, Afghan herbalists’ rooms, not far from Adelaide’s Central Market and Adelaide’s first mosque. Conclude at the Afghan section, West Tce Cemetery, reflecting significant personalities and their achievements. Please note that this tour is run independently and the WEA is not affiliated with Adelaide Cemeteries Authority or West Terrace Cemetery.

Pamela Rajkowski
97258A Sat., 10am 12 October, 1 Sess x 3 hrs
FEE: $49, No disc. or conc.

HERITAGE DAY & WEEKEND TOURS

These tours are taken by popular tour leaders Dr Denis Binnion AM and Trevor Feder and leave from the WEA Centre by coach. Please check individual tour information for departure times. A certain level of fitness is required for these tours.

WIRRABARA AND ITS SILO ART

A day to visit beautiful Wirrabara on the Rocky River once home to fruit blockers and forestry workers. Its Silo Art depicts the forester and birds of the bush. This area was dominated by early copper mining then pastoralism including that by the Murray family who developed the Murray Merino. But the Murrays were struck by several family tragedies. Today Wirrabara is struggling to survive after the 2014 bushfires destroyed the government forest and saw mills. We also spend time in Crystal Brook, Snowtown and our lunch stop is in Wirrabara. Extensive notes provided. Depart WEA centre 8 am.

97227 Sun., 7.45am 22 September, 1 day
FEE: $106, No disc. or conc.

YORKE PENINSULA THE LOWER LEG

The lower half of the Peninsula attracted the first pastoralists (1840s) and the first wheat farmers (1870). It is an area steeped in history. In this one day tour we explore in depth Curramulka in the Peninsula centre, Minlaton the barley capital, Stanbury the first Oyster Bay settlement and Port Vincent a failed Special Survey district of 1839. The coast is never far away and quaint limestone buildings from the early days abound. Extensive notes provided. Lunch stop in Minlaton. Depart WEA centre 8:30 am.

97229 Sun., 8.15am 13 October, 1 day x 7 hrs
FEE: $106, No disc. or conc.

08 8223 1979

Book Online Now!
YORKE PENINSULA THE UPPER LEG  «NEW»
The upper leg below the copper triangle region has a rich history and story to tell. It covers the first coach crossings of the peninsula to Port Clinton, the early salt works, the stump jump plough controversy between the Smiths of Arthurton and the Dowlings of Ardrossan. The area is crisscrossed with roads and tiny settlements at five road junctions - Dowlingville, Petersville, Winulta, Clinton Centre etc. On the western side of the leg we visit Port Victoria and Point Pearce where the War Memorial cairn highlights the role played by Aboriginal soldiers in World War II. Extensive notes provided. Lunch stop in Ardrossan. Depart WEA Centre 8:30 am.
97232 Sun., 8.15am 27 October, 1 day x 7 hrs
FEE: $106, No disc. or conc.  WEA CENTRE

ARCHEOLOGY/HISTORY & CULTURE

ARCHAEOLOGY/HISTORY & CULTURE

VENUE HIRE
223 Angas Street, Adelaide
We have rooms available for hire for your meetings or training sessions.

We also have a fully equipped kitchen for hire with seating room for 50 people.

OLD GHAN & AFGHAN CAMELEERS
How did Afghan cameleers and the railway system both provide critical lifelines to settlers and assure the economic advancement to South Australia? The role of the Afghan cameleers was as a critical transport network and lifeline in SA’s and NT’s arid interior that supported, businessmen, wool and beef producers and mining companies in the 1860s, 1930s and thus the survival of the colony, then state. As a railway employee or passenger, or a cameleer, experience rail and cameleer as ‘collaborators’ but also face their challenges and risks, even their demise. What is the legacy of both? How did the Great Northern Railway acquire the nickname ‘ghan’ train and its icon, both used today?
Pamela Rajkowski
94531A Sat., 9am 23 November, 1 sess x 3 hrs
FEE: $49, No disc. or conc.  WEA CENTRE

HISTORY OF THE ANCIENT WORLD
This course gives a concise outline of the history of Egypt, the Nile Valley, Mesopotamia, Anatolian Hittites, Jews, Persians, Greeks and Romans. In addition, it covers the march of civilisation in India, China, South East Asia, the Americas and the Pacific - a must for lovers of history and prospective travellers to these popular destinations.
Gene Vecchio BSc(Hons) GradDipMet
94560A Wed., 10.30am 23 October, 6 wks x 2 hrs
FEE: $103, disc. $93, conc. $91  WEA CENTRE

TRAILING THE AUSTRALIAN CAMELEERS’ TRACK
Be immersed in unravelling the extensive Afghan cameleer tracks and their experiences in their unprecedented penetration of Australia’s fierce continent. As an importer, entrepreneur, pastoralist, or cameleer uncover the cameleers’ challenges, and contributions in this interactive and fun session. Discover the origins of the Afghan cameleers and camels, and why they both travelled so far from Asia to come here. Why were they both needed here? What were their jobs? Journey alongside these amazing, resilient trail-blazers and see how far into the interior you had to go and what challenges and risks you faced? What is the cameleers’ heritage and legacy in Australia?
Pamela Rajkowski
94528A Sat., 9.30am 26 October, 1 sess x 3 hrs
FEE: $49, No disc. or conc.  WEA CENTRE

WESTERN VICTORIA & NARACOORTE FOSSIL CAVE
Discover the interesting Victorian towns near the SA border - Goroke, Edenhope  «NEW» and Apsley as well as Frances just inside SA. This is good pastoral country with lakes and magnificent trees. Stay overnight in Naracoorte and tour the world famous Victoria Fossil Cave at Naracoorte Caves (entrance fee included). A weekend of history, surprises and superb scenery. Accommodation, dinner and breakfast at the William Macintosh Motor Inn, Naracoorte. Extensive history notes supplied. Depart WEA centre 8am Saturday and returns approximately 6:20pm Sunday. Single $389, Twin $329. Twin share can only be booked by contacting our centre etc. On the western side of the leg we visit Port Victoria and Point Pearce where the War Memorial cairn highlights the role played by Aboriginal soldiers in World War II. Extensive notes provided. Lunch stop in Ardrossan. Depart WEA Centre 8:30 am.
97231 Sat/Sun., 7.45am 19 October, 2 days
FEE: $389, No disc. or conc.  WEA CENTRE

YORK PENINSULA THE UPPER LEG  «NEW»
The upper leg below the copper triangle region has a rich history and story to tell. It covers the first coach crossings of the peninsula to Port Clinton, the early salt works, the stump jump plough controversy between the Smiths of Arthurton and the Dowlings of Ardrossan. The area is crisscrossed with roads and tiny settlements at five road junctions - Dowlingville, Petersville, Winulta, Clinton Centre etc. On the western side of the leg we visit Port Victoria and Point Pearce where the War Memorial cairn highlights the role played by Aboriginal soldiers in World War II. Extensive notes provided. Lunch stop in Ardrossan. Depart WEA Centre 8:30 am.
97232 Sun., 8.15am 27 October, 1 day x 7 hrs
FEE: $106, No disc. or conc.  WEA CENTRE

REGIONAL ART GALLERIES FOR GREY NOMADS
Did you know there are 14 regional  «NEW» galleries in South Australia showcasing local talent and hosting travelling art exhibitions? This introduction will outline the unique nature of the galleries and the different view they can present of their communities. Be surprised by the many reasons to include these art galleries in your next itinerary.
Tricia Hogan BA Ed Grad. Dip in Art History
94532A Wed., 10am 16 October, 1 sess x 3 hrs
FEE: $49, No disc. or conc.  WEA CENTRE

TRAILING THE AUSTRALIAN CAMELEERS’ TRACK
Be immersed in unravelling the extensive Afghan cameleer tracks and their experiences in their unprecedented penetration of Australia’s fierce continent. As an importer, entrepreneur, pastoralist, or cameleer uncover the cameleers’ challenges, and contributions in this interactive and fun session. Discover the origins of the Afghan cameleers and camels, and why they both travelled so far from Asia to come here. Why were they both needed here? What were their jobs? Journey alongside these amazing, resilient trail-blazers and see how far into the interior you had to go and what challenges and risks you faced? What is the cameleers’ heritage and legacy in Australia?
Pamela Rajkowski
94528A Sat., 9.30am 26 October, 1 sess x 3 hrs
FEE: $49, No disc. or conc.  WEA CENTRE

AN INTRODUCTION TO ROMAN HISTORY
The aim of this course is to introduce Roman History to people who have always been interested in it but feel lost and don’t know where to start. We look at the 3 periods: Rome Under the 7 Kings, Rome Under the Republic and Rome Under the Empire. It examines the role played by key personalities such as Hannibal, Spartacus, Julius Caesar and the emperors as well as the social causes behind the main events. Finally it analyses the overwhelming influence Roman society has had on our own. At the end of the course people will then be in a position to further their knowledge by tackling the Roman writers and the works of modern specialists.
Martin Coghlan BA, DipEd
94519 Thu., 11am 17 October, 3 wks x 2hrs
FEE: $66, disc. $60, conc. $58  WEA CENTRE

VENUE HIRE
223 Angas Street, Adelaide
We have rooms available for hire for your meetings or training sessions.

We also have a fully equipped kitchen for hire with seating room for 50 people.
FIVE EASY WAYS TO ENROL

Online at our secure website wea-sa.com.au
Have your Visa or Mastercard and concession details handy.

Post the form (or copy) to the WEA office, Box 7055 Hutt Street PO, Adelaide 5000 with your fee, Visa or Mastercard authorisation. Cheques or money orders should be payable to the WEA. Evidence for discount or concession must be provided on the application form.

Phone our enrolment hotline 8223 1979, with course number, credit card and concession details handy.

Fax your enrolment with your Visa or Mastercard authorisation and concession details to 8232 3690.

Visit the WEA Information Centre at 223 Angas Street, Adelaide Monday – Friday from 9am to 5pm.

Note: The WEA does not accept invoiced enrolments

Do you qualify for a discount or concession?

Discount fee
- Full-time Student Card
- Government Seniors Card
- Commonwealth Seniors Health Card

Concession fee
- Pension Card (including disability pension)
- Health Care Card
- Youth Allowance
- Austudy / Abstudy

For more details call us on 8223 1979 or email us at enrolments@wea-sa.com.au

Car Parking

Limited parking is available at the rear of the WEA Centre in Angas Street.

Enter on the eastern side of the building. You will need $4 in coin.

Car Parking

Limited parking is available at the rear of the WEA Centre in Angas Street.

Enter on the eastern side of the building. You will need $4 in coin.

WEA has with all good intention, made sure that the information published in this course guide is accurate and current. Prices and content are subject to change without notice. Errors will be corrected where discovered and we reserve the right to correct any errors, inaccuracies or omissions published.

Terms and Conditions

- Workers' Educational Association of SA Inc. provides short courses for adults unless otherwise specified.
- You must enrol before the course starts. Many courses fill quickly. A receipt will be sent to you upon enrolment. (Note that if you enrol over the internet, you will need to print your own receipt.) When you receive your receipt, please ensure you note the date and time of your course.
- The WEA is not responsible for books or materials purchased for a course. The WEA reserves the right to alter any of the published arrangements, either before or during a course, or terminate an enrolment in a course.
- Tutors and course descriptions are provided only as a guide and may be changed without notice.
- Please choose carefully. The WEA does not provide refunds except where a course is cancelled. The WEA cannot accept responsibility for changes in personal circumstances, work commitments or illness of a family member.
- Refunds will be processed within 14 days of the WEA cancelling a course.
- The WEA charges a $25 administration fee on all transfers and credit vouchers.
- The WEA will only consider a credit voucher (valid for 12 months) or a transfer if you contact the WEA at least five (5) clear working days before the course starts or if you provide medical evidence of your inability to attend the entire course. Medical Certificates must be provided within 2 months of the course starting.

Discount fee
- Full-time Student Card
- Government Seniors Card
- Commonwealth Seniors Health Card

Concession fee
- Pension Card (including disability pension)
- Health Care Card
- Youth Allowance
- Austudy / Abstudy

For more details call us on 8223 1979 or email us at enrolments@wea-sa.com.au
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This tour is FULL: New September 2020 tour releasing soon!

Hong Kong, Taiwan & South Korea
15 Days: 29 Dec 2019 - 12 January 2020
Take a unique and perfectly timed journey to the Orient, In Hong Kong marvel at the spectacular New Year's Eve fireworks over Victoria Harbour which are said to be some of the best in the world. Then traverse a road less travelled in mystical Taiwan. Formerly Formosa this beautiful island nation enjoys a rich multi-cultural history, idyllic landscapes and fabulous food. Including South Korea with its glorious palaces, ancient traditions and fascinating past this once off tour is sure to charm and amaze you.

Uzbekistan & Turkmenistan - Great Silk Road Cities
20 Days: 12 - 31 May 2020
Uzbekistan and Turkmenistan boast some of the world's oldest civilisations. Join this unique tour along the Great Silk Road discovering its grand cities; Tashkent the Uzbek capital, Samarkand with its 2,500 years of history, Bukhara where the entire old town is a living museum, the fairy tale city of Khiva and amazing Ashgabat, Merv and Mary. This famous route was used by silk traders and thousands of caravans plying spices, gems and carpets and thus giving rise to a huge melting pot of customs, cultures and religions. Meet hospitable people and share their exotic culture and history.

NSW Gold & Ghost Towns
9 Days: 01 - 09 May 2020
The western slopes of the Great Dividing Range are dotted with handsome towns built on a history of gold mining, bushranging and tough pioneering times. Their stories include the anti-Chinese miners riot at Lambing Flat, Australia’s biggest gold heist at Eugowra, the ex-convict turned successful pastoralist built Galong Castle, the birth place of poet Henry Lawson, the Dog on the Tucker Box statue at Gundagai and the most Irish of NSW towns at Boorowa. Enjoy townships like Carcoar which are entirely Heritage listed, glorious autumn colours, beautiful gardens and picture postcard scenery on this delightful historical tour.

The Amber Route: Germany Austria & Italy
21 Days 26 June - 16 July 2020
Prehistoric trade routes between the North and Baltic Seas and the Mediterranean Sea were defined by the trade in precious Amber. This exclusive and unrivalled tour follows the western route commencing in fabulous Berlin then traveling to the elegant cities of Leipzig and Dresden, medieval Bamberg, historic Nuremberg and the vibrant Bavarian capital of Munich. In Austria there are three nights in the cosy alpine mecca of Innsbruck before crossing the breathtaking Brenner Pass into Italy and on to Verona, picture perfect Lake Garda and the cultural and style hub of Milan.

The Adriatic - Slovenia, Croatia, Serbia & Montenegro September 2020
Eastern Canada in Fall & Niagara October 2020
In the Shadow of the Himalayas - North Eastern India: Assam, Sikkim & West Bengal November 2020

Upcoming WEA Tours

Upcoming WEA Tours

Why not join WEA Travel on one of our amazing educational & cultural tours?

Unlike mass market operators, WEA Travel has over 30 years experience in producing carefully crafted one-off tours to all corners of the world. Join our friendly and knowledgeable tour leaders and like-minded passengers on our unique small group tours.

Crossroads of the Caucasus - Armenia, Georgia & Azerbaijan
22 Days: 18 April - 09 May 2020
Georgia, Armenia and Azerbaijan delight visitors with their rich diversity, friendly people, spectacular UNESCO ancient sites and breathtaking alpine scenery. Difficult to access during Soviet times these unspoilt gems reflect great religious and cultural acceptance as Orthodox and Catholic churches, Jewish Synagogues, Mosques and ancient temples stand side by side. Join your archaeologist tour leader on a journey not offered by other local operators to the beautiful Caucasus Mountains.

Leaf Fall in Japan
19 Days: 05 - 23 October 2019
Traditionally Momijiari means ‘maple hunting’. Appreciating the highly revered spectacle of Japan’s magnificent autumn foliage season this sophisticated and delightful journey to the pristine islands of Hokkaido and northern Honshu has been thoughtfully designed to follow the change of colour. With a perfect balance of exquisite gardens, national parks, boat cruises, breathtaking scenic drives and cultural sights and experiences you bypass the crowds of busy Japan and immerse yourself in a truly inspiring wonderland of colour and ancient Japanese grace and culture.

This tour is FULL: New October 2020 tour releasing soon!

This tour is FULL: New October 2020 tour releasing soon!

WEA Tours fill quickly so be sure to register your interest and obtain a tour brochure along with our booking terms and conditions.

* All tour costs include flights and are Twin Share, excluding taxes and visas.
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